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1 Introduction
Basin Plan sections addressed:
○ 10.08(1)

○ 10.10(1-4)

○ 10.12

○ 10.15

○ 10.44

This document details Queensland's water use accounting methods for the Queensland Border
Rivers-Moonie Water Resource Plan area (as identified in s.3.07 of the Basin Plan) and its purpose is
to address Basin Plan sections 10.08(1), 10.10(1-4), 10.12, 10.15 and 10.44. The complete
requirements of chapter 10 of the Basin Plan are addressed in the Queensland Border Rivers-Moonie
Water Resource Plan.
In determining methods for water use accounting, the forms of take listed below have been adopted.
a) take from a watercourse, excluding basic rights (supplemented and unsupplemented water)
b) take by floodplain harvesting
c) take by runoff dams, including basic rights
d) take under basic rights from a watercourse
e) net take by commercial plantations
f)

take from groundwater, including basic rights.

Different methods, with differing levels of complexity are used for each form of take. These methods
reflect the different volumes of take associated with each form of take, and the risk to the resource.
Some of the methods used are different to those used to develop the Basin Plan 2012 estimates of
baseline diversions. Hydrological models have been updated and new methods developed to improve
estimates of water take. This has resulted in new estimates of the Baseline Diversion Limit for each
surface water SDL resource unit (see Appendix A for details).
All estimates are current as of February 2019. These are subject to change as a result of amendments
to entitlements (such as subdivision or amalgamation of allocations, which will affect the number of
entitlements) or improvements in methods and data.
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2 Queensland’s water access rights
2.1 Legislative framework
In Queensland, consumptive take of water is managed under the Water Act 2000 (Qld) and
specifically, the Water Regulation 2016, the water plan, water management protocol/s, any resource
operations licences (ROLs), any distribution operations licences (DOLs) and any operations manuals
for the area.1 Environmental needs are met by managing access to natural flows under strategies
provided in the water plan. All Queensland Murray-Darling Basin (QMDB) catchments are covered by
a water plan and water management protocol. Regulated systems (referred to as ‘supplemented’
systems in Queensland) are managed under the rules specified in ROLs and corresponding
operations manuals. Distribution operations licences are authorities to take and distribute water and
may have an associated operations manual, which details the operating rules.
In the Queensland Border Rivers SDL resource unit, water is also managed in accordance with the
New South Wales – Queensland Border Rivers Intergovernmental Agreement 2008 (the IGA). More
detail on the legislative framework is provided in chapter 3 of the Queensland Border Rivers-Moonie
Water Resource Plan.

2.2 Key terminology
Queensland's water planning framework terms differ to those used by the Commonwealth, particularly
in the Water Act 2007 (Cth). To avoid confusion arising from the differences, table 1 compares the
State and Commonwealth nomenclature. This document uses the State terminology.
Table 1.

Comparison between Commonwealth and Queensland terminology

Commonwealth
Water access
entitlement

Queensland

Description
Enduring legal title to a defined share of the

Water allocation

water resources of a water management area.
Tradeable separate to land.
The portion of a water access entitlement (water

Water allocation

Announced allocation

allocation) that can be accessed in the water
accounting period.
A scheme or system where water supply

Regulated

Supplemented

reliability is enhanced by infrastructure such as a
dam or weir (also refers to water entitlements in
such a system).

Unregulated

Unsupplemented

Groundwater

Underground water

A system or water entitlement for which
reliability is not enhanced by infrastructure.
Water that occurs naturally in, or is introduced
artificially into, an aquifer.

Water plans identify ‘water to which the plan applies’ (within the plan area). Where there is a lack of
information, low demand and/or risk to the resource, or no legislative requirement to apply management, a plan
may not apply to a water resource within the plan area (e.g. a deep, poor quality, subartesian groundwater
resource for which there is no current demand). Note that all QMDB water plans and water management
protocols apply to subartesian groundwater.
1
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In this document, ‘the water plan’ refers specifically to the Water Plan (Border Rivers and Moonie)
2019 and ‘the WMP’ refers specifically to the Border Rivers and Moonie water management protocol
February 2019. References to previous Queensland water resource plans and resource operations
plans will have the year of publication specified. The 'Water Resource Plan' refers to the Queensland
Border Rivers-Moonie Water Resource Plan accredited under the Water Act 2007 (Cth).

2.3 Classes of water access right
The main types of water access right managed by Queensland's planning framework are detailed in
table 2.
Table 2.

Classes of water access right

Classes of water access right

Notes

Water allocations: supplemented

Refer to chapter 2, part 3, division 4, of the Water Act 2000

and unsupplemented

(Qld).

Water licences

Refer to chapter 2, part 3, division 2 of the Water Act 2000 (Qld)

Water permits

Refer to chapter 2, part 3, division 3 of the Water Act 2000 (Qld)
Authorisations under sections 93, 95, 96, 97, 99 and 101(1)(a)
of the Water Act 2000 (Qld)

General authorisations

Overland flow authorities: authorisations under section 101(1)(b)
and (3) of the Water Act 2000 (Qld) and section 39 of the water
plan
Underground water authorities: authorisations under section
101(1)(c) of the Water Act 2000 (Qld) and section 40 of the
water plan

These are described in more detail in chapters 2.4 to 2.7.

2.4 Water allocations
Water allocations are permanent entitlements to take surface water or underground water and may be
traded separately to land. A water allocation's ‘nominal volume’ represents its share of the water
available to be taken. Allocations are granted under section 146 or 147 of the Water Act 2000 (Qld)
and are registered on the water allocations register.
There are two main types of water allocations:


supplemented water allocations—represent a share of a regulated system



unsupplemented water allocations—represent a share of a natural run-of-the-river system or
groundwater resource.
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2.4.1 Supplemented water allocations
Supplemented water allocations are entitlements where the reliability is supplemented or enhanced by
infrastructure such as a dam or weir, which is managed under a resource operations licence. Under
s.146 of the Water Act 2000 (Qld), the holder of a supplemented water allocation must have a supply
contract with the holder of the resource operations licence who operates the infrastructure or water
supply scheme.
Supplemented water allocations have stated elements including:


Nominal volume—this is the indicative volume available under the entitlement. It is used to
calculate the water allocation's share of the water available to be taken by holders of water
allocations in the same priority group in the water supply scheme. The nominal volume is the
tradeable currency for the water allocation.



Location—the zone within the water supply scheme from which water may be taken.



Purpose—the purpose for which water may be taken.

Supplemented water allocations are also subject to other rules or conditions, set out in the operations
manual for the scheme and the WMP for the catchment:


Water sharing rules—these cover rules regarding the taking of water and the calculation of
announced allocations (the percentage of an allocation's nominal volume that can be taken
during a water year) and are specified in the operations manual for the water supply scheme.



Water allocation change rules—these specify conditions on the subdivision, amalgamation or
trading of water allocations and are stated in the WMP for the catchment.

There are two water supply schemes in the Border Rivers catchment, the Macintyre Brook Water
Supply Scheme (based on Coolmunda Dam) and the Border Rivers Water Supply Scheme (based on
Glenlyon Dam).
In the Macintyre Brook Water Supply Scheme entitlement holders have the option of having their
water allocations managed under either announced allocations or continuous sharing arrangements,
with most water allocations managed under continuous sharing arrangements. In the Border Rivers
Water Supply Scheme all water allocations are managed under continuous accounting rules.
Under both the continuous sharing system and the continuous accounting system, water users have
storage accounts, which are proportional to their share of the total entitlement in the scheme. The
storage account increases when distributions are made (i.e. there is inflow into the water storage) and
decreases with water use, evaporation and seepage losses.
In any water year, the volume available under an entitlement managed as an individual continuous
share or by continuous accounting is the volume in the storage account at the start of the water year
plus any water distributed to the account under the rules in the relevant operations manual following
an inflow into the scheme, capped at 100 per cent of the nominal volume of the water allocation.
The volume available under an entitlement managed as part of the bulk share in the Macintyre Brook
Water Supply Scheme is equal to the nominal volume of the entitlement multiplied by the announced
allocation as determined in accordance with the relevant rules in the operations manual.
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2.4.2 Unsupplemented water allocations
Unsupplemented surface water allocations
In Queensland, unsupplemented surface water allocations are water entitlements representing a share
of the access to natural run-of-the-river flows. Unsupplemented water allocations have stated
elements including:


Nominal volume—this is the indicative volume available under the entitlement. It is used to
calculate the water allocation's share of the water available to be taken by holders of water
allocations in all water allocation groups in a water plan area. The nominal volume is the
tradeable currency for the water allocation. For unsupplemented water allocations, nominal
volume does not limit the volume of water that may be taken.



Volumetric limit—this is the maximum volume of water that may be taken under the water
allocation in the period of time, or in the circumstances, stated on the water allocation. The
ability of a water allocation holder to take up to the volumetric limit is dependent on natural
flow variations, the conditions stated on the water allocation, and any relevant water sharing
rules in the WMP for the area.



Location—the zone or the zone and place (i.e. the property description and/or point on the
watercourse) from which water may be taken.



Purpose—the purpose for which water may be taken.



Maximum rate of take—the maximum rate at which water may be taken (in megalitres per
day).



Flow conditions—the rate of flow (in megalitres per day) in a watercourse at a specific place
which must be met before water may be taken under the water allocation and/or a condition
that the take of water is by announcement. Some unsupplemented water allocations have
conditions allowing take when there is no flow.



Other conditions—any other requirements that must be met, for example:
o

a conjunctive storage condition—water taken from a watercourse under a water
allocation with flow conditions is often pumped to a storage which also takes overland
flow. These water allocations are identified by a ‘conjunctive storage condition’ on the
water allocation. If the water allocation is moved to another location (‘unhooked’ from
the conjunctive storage), thereby creating more air space in the storage for the take of
overland flow, a water licence is granted to limit the take of overland flow to the
historical level of take (see chapter 2.7.1 for further details).

Unsupplemented water allocations are also subject to the rules in the WMP for the area, such as
water sharing rules and water allocation change rules. They may be further split into two groups: those
with flow conditions and those without flow conditions.
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Unsupplemented surface water allocations with flow conditions
Water allocations with flow conditions are referred to as ‘water harvesters’ and are typically set up to
access water at high rates of take during times of moderate to high flows. Due to the ephemeral
nature of watercourses in the Queensland Murray–Darling Basin, most water taken under water
allocations with flow conditions is pumped into on-farm storage.
Water may only be taken under the authority of a ‘water harvesting’ water allocation when the
specified flow conditions are met.
Water allocations with flow conditions in the Border Rivers catchment (other than in the Stanthorpe
Water Management Area) are subject to a multiyear accounting rule, which allows water allocation
holders to take more water in a wetter year to make up for lost opportunity in a dry year, whilst still
preventing growth in the long-term average annual take available under the entitlement (s.39 and
s.108 of the WMP). Water allocations subject to a multiyear accounting rule may be changed (in
accordance with WMP s.52 or s.121, depending on their location) to be managed under an
instantaneous volumetric limit water sharing rule, which specifies the maximum volume of water that
may be stored on the property at any time. The instantaneous volumetric limit (IVL) limits take to the
long-term average annual take available under the entitlement.
Water allocations in the Stanthorpe Water Management Area which have either a condition that there
must be a visible flow immediately downstream of the point of take or a flow threshold stated in
megalitres per day, are subject to a volumetric limit which applies over a three year rolling period (s.64
and s.65 of the WMP, respectively). This has been applied to cater for the highly variable flows in the
top end of the catchment.
Water allocations with flow conditions in the Moonie catchment are subject to an annual volumetric
limit with no ability to carry over any unused entitlement into the next water year.
Unsupplemented surface water allocations without flow conditions
Water allocations without flow conditions typically only entitle the holder to take water at low rates of
take. Historically, these water allocations were often converted from water licences that were limited
to an area of land that could be irrigated at a point in time, and pumped water from the watercourse
directly onto a crop. These water allocations are often located on natural waterholes or private ‘instream’ storages.
In the Border Rivers catchment, this category includes water allocations in the Macintyre Brook
Upstream Zone of the Macintyre Brook Water Management Area and water allocations in the
Stanthorpe Water Management Area which were converted from water licences that were limited by
area and do not have a condition that there must be a visible flow immediately downstream of the
point of take. These water allocations are subject to an annual volumetric limit with no ability to carry
over any unused entitlement into the next water year.
Water allocations without flow conditions in the Moonie catchment are subject to an annual volumetric
limit with no ability to carry over any unused entitlement into the next water year.
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Unsupplemented underground water allocations
Unsupplemented underground water allocations are water entitlements that represent a share of the
access to a groundwater resource. Unsupplemented underground water allocations have stated
elements including:


Nominal volume—this is indicative of the volume available under the entitlement over the
longer term. It is used to calculate the water allocation’s share of the water available to be
taken by holders of water allocations in all water allocation groups in a water plan area. The
nominal volume is the tradeable currency for the water allocation. For unsupplemented water
allocations, nominal volume does not limit the volume of water that may be taken.



Volumetric limit—this is the maximum volume of water that may be taken under the water
allocation in the period of time, or in the circumstances, stated on the water allocation. The
ability of a water allocation holder to take up to the volumetric limit is dependent on the
conditions stated on the water allocation, and any relevant water sharing rules in the WMP for
the area.



Location—the zone and point of take (i.e. the coordinates of registered works or locations)
from which water may be taken.



Purpose—the purpose for which water may be taken.



Other conditions—any other requirements that must be met.

Unsupplemented underground water allocations are also subject to the rules in the WMP for the area,
such as seasonal water assignment rules, water sharing rules and water allocation dealing rules.w

2.5 Water licences
Water licences are generally attached to land, and the water taken may be used only on the land to
which the licence is attached. They are issued under chapter 2, part 3, division 2, of the Water Act
2000 (Qld). Water licences are water access rights for a specified resource issued for a defined period
of time. They are not enduring entitlements as they can be amended or cancelled.
Water taken under the authority of the licence is generally either through authorised works or limited
by a rate of take. A specific purpose, authorised area for irrigation, nominal entitlement or other
conditions may apply. The nominal entitlement is the maximum volume that can be taken under the
licence in a water year.

2.6 Water permits
Water permits are short term authorities to take or interfere with water, and are granted for an activity
with a reasonably foreseeable conclusion date, for example, the construction of a road, mineral
exploration, or petroleum exploration. They are issued under chapter 2, part 3, division 3, of the Water
Act 2000 (Qld). Decisions made in relation to water permits must be made in accordance with s.138 of
the Water Act 2000 (Qld). They are attached to land, and are not tradeable. Water permits may be
granted for the take of underground water, water from a watercourse or overland flow.
A water permit states the volume that may be taken and the conditions under which water may be
taken (e.g. limits below which waterholes may not be drawn down). There are generally only a small
number of water permits in use each year and the number will vary from year to year. The number of
water permits and the volume granted for the take of overland flow is insignificant and not considered
in this report.
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2.7 General authorisations under the Water Act 2000
The Water Act 2000 (Qld) (the Act) authorises the take of water for a range of different purposes
including basic rights (stock and domestic), firefighting, construction, camping and cultural activities.
See Appendix B for a list of authorised activities and purposes. Authorisations under s.96 of the Act
are authorisations for stock or domestic take. Authorisations under s.93, s.95, s.99 and s.101(1)(a)
cover over 20 different activities as described in Appendix B. These activities can be grouped into
those which occur on a highly irregular basis (e.g. emergency use), or those activities which take
water in very small volumes (e.g. public toilets).
All activities authorised by s.101(1)(a) have a 2 ML limit per person per year under the water plan and
may only be taken using works in place at the time of commencement of the water plan; however, the
requirement to use existing works does not apply to the St George Alluvium (shallow) and the
sediments above the Great Artesian Basin underground water units, which are considered low risk for
growth in take for basic rights or prescribed activities, and which have baseline diversion limits
significantly lower than sustainable diversion limits.
Where this report refers to authorisations, these are either authorisations under s.96 for stock or
domestic use, authorisations under s.101(1)(b) to take overland flow water (as discussed below in
chapter 2.7.1) or authorisations under s.101(1)(c) to take underground water (as discussed below in
chapter 2.7.2). Given the irregular, low volume nature of the remaining activities, any estimate of the
number of authorisations and the volume of that use would have a very high margin of error and be
unreliable for accounting purposes.
Section 101(1)(d) of the Act (a person may take water that has been collected in a dam, other than a
dam across a watercourse or lake, for any purpose) is not specifically covered in this report. This
report only accounts for water taken into the dam, not out of it, to avoid double accounting.

2.7.1 Overland flow authorities
Overland flow in Queensland covers all water (other than in a watercourse or lake) that flows over land
after falling as rain or rising to the surface from underground. It therefore incorporates floodplain
harvesting and take by runoff dams. Queensland defines floodplain harvesting as take of water which
has broken out of the watercourse or fallen on the floodplain and which is taken for any purpose other
than stock or domestic. In the Border Rivers and Moonie catchments, the relevant floodplains are:


Border Rivers: floodplains associated with the Dumaresq River downstream of its junction with
Macintyre Brook, the Macintyre River, Callandoon Creek, the Barwon River, the Upper Weir
River and the Lower Weir River.



Moonie: Moonie River floodplain downstream of Flinton.

Queensland defines take by runoff dams as take for stock or domestic purposes by dams located on a
floodplain and take for any purpose by dams not located on a floodplain.
The Act (s.101(1)(b)) provides a general authorisation for the take of overland flow water. However,
section 101 also limits this right, making it subject to any relevant alteration or limitation prescribed
under a moratorium notice or a water plan.
In some circumstances, a water plan may provide an authority to take overland flow. Section 39 of the
water plan allows overland flow to be taken under a water entitlement or a water permit, for stock or
domestic purposes or using existing overland flow works.
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The take of overland flow that is contaminated agricultural runoff to the extent necessary for
compliance with an obligation under the Environmental Protection Act 1994 is authorised under
s.101(1)(b) and (3) of the Act.
A moratorium on overland flow take for purposes other than stock or domestic was put in place on 20
September 2000 in the Border Rivers catchment and 9 June 2001 in the Moonie catchment, with the
effect being continued in the relevant water plans.
Section 34 of the Water Plan (Border Rivers) 2003 and section 34 of the Water Plan (Moonie) 2003
continued the effect of the moratorium by requiring owners of land with existing storage works used for
purposes other than basic rights to notify the Department of Natural Resources, Mines and Energy
(the department) of those works. Once the works have been notified, the owner can continue to take
overland flow water using those existing works, but cannot increase the average annual volume of
water taken. Owners of any existing works not notified prior to release of the water plan (except in the
Granite Belt underground water sub-area within the Stanthorpe Water Management Area) must obtain
a licence in order to continue taking water. The licence granted will limit the take of overland flow to
the moratorium level of take. Take of overland flow in the Granite Belt underground water sub-area is
limited by the existing capacity of the works. Existing works not already notified in this sub-area are
authorised under the water plan because the department has high resolution imagery of the area
which provides a baseline for compliance.
New overland flow works, including works which take contaminated agricultural runoff, are either
assessable or accepted development under the Planning Act 2016 (Qld). Accepted development
covers works which comply with the relevant self-assessable code (e.g. works for stock or domestic
purposes) or are exempt (generally, repair or maintenance of works where there is no alteration to the
design of the works). As previously noted, overland flow take is only authorised for a limited range of
purposes as described in s.39 of the water plan. The department provides the State Assessment and
Referral Agency, as the decision maker, with technical advice on any application for new works for a
purpose other than stock or domestic or for a change to existing works (i.e. where there is a risk of
growth in take).
A water licence authorising the take of overland flow may be granted to replace a general
authorisation under s.39(1)(c) of the water plan. In accordance with s.56 of the water plan, the water
licence must include at least one of the following to prevent growth in take:
(a) the maximum rate at which the water may be taken
(b) the maximum storage capacity of works that may be used to store the water taken
(c) the average annual volume of water that may be taken
(d) the volumetric limit for the water licence.
Overland flow licences are granted when necessary to prevent growth in take. For example, water
taken from a watercourse under a water allocation with flow conditions is often pumped to a storage
which also stores overland flow. These water allocations are identified by a ‘conjunctive storage
condition’ on the water allocation. If the water allocation is moved to another location (‘unhooked’ from
the conjunctive storage), thereby creating more air space in the storage for the take of overland flow, a
water licence is granted to limit the take of overland flow to the moratorium level of take.
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Granting a water licence to replace an overland flow authority does not require public advertising. The
decision of the chief executive must be made in accordance with s.35 and part 10, division 4, of the
water plan, which have already been subject to public scrutiny during the preparation of the water
plan. Section 35 of the water plan requires that the decision must not increase the amount of water
taken and part 10, division 4, outlines the content and conditions of water licences to take overland
flow water.
The Act provides for the taking of contaminated agricultural runoff water to prevent contaminant
transfer to watercourses or other important features. The take of contaminated agricultural runoff
water can be limited by a planning instrument; however, any limitations must not restrict an individual’s
ability to comply with their duties under the Environment Protection Act 1994 in relation to water
quality. To ensure that overland flow water which is not contaminated agricultural runoff is not
captured by contaminated agricultural runoff dams, the water plan (s.88) and the WMP (s.172) require
a person who takes contaminated agricultural runoff to keep records of the following matters:


the volume of contaminated agricultural runoff taken



the date and nature of the activity or event that caused the contaminated agricultural runoff



the source and purpose of the contaminant in the contaminated agricultural runoff



how the contaminant was applied and the extent to which the application was consistent with
guidelines, best management practices, standards, codes or product labels for the
contaminant.

The chief executive may require a person who takes contaminated agricultural runoff to provide the
records under s.35 of the Act. The unauthorised take of water (for example, the take of overland flow
water which is not authorised under s.39 of the water plan or s.101 of the Act is an offence under
s.808 of the Act. Contaminated agricultural runoff water may be a consumptive form of take and
therefore is included in the SDL.
Under s1006A of the Act, a water plan may declare underground water to be overland flow water. The
water plan (s.7) declares shallow groundwater (up to 6 metres below the surface) in the Granite Belt
underground water sub-area to be overland flow water. This is to allow overland flow water and
groundwater intercepted by excavations in the Stanthorpe Water Management Area to be managed as
a single resource and provides a means of preventing growth in take of the shallow groundwater
component in addition to the already restricted surface water component. Reporting of annual
permitted take and annual actual take will be separated into surface water (take by runoff dams)
(chapters 5.3 and 6.3, respectively) and groundwater (chapters 5.7 and 6.6.4, respectively).

2.7.2 Underground water authorities
The Act (s101(1)(c)) provides a general authorisation for the take or interference of underground water
for any purpose. However, section 101 also limits this right, making it subject to any relevant alteration
or limitation prescribed under a moratorium or water plan.
In some circumstances, a water plan may provide an authority to take underground water. Section 40
of the water plan allows underground water to be taken:


under a water entitlement



under a water permit



under a seasonal water assignment notice
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for stock or domestic purposes outside of a reticulated service area



from the Border Rivers Fractured Rock within the Granite Belt underground water sub-area
using works constructed before 6 July 2016 (or works which have replaced those works)



for stock or domestic purposes within a reticulated service area in the Border Rivers Alluvium
or Border Rivers Fractured Rock, using works constructed before 19 December 2014 (or
works which have replaced those works).

New works for taking underground water are either assessable or accepted development under the
Planning Act 2016 (Qld). Accepted development covers works which comply with the relevant selfassessable code or are exempt. As noted above, the taking or interference with underground water is
only authorised for a limited range of purposes as described in s.40 of the water plan.
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3 Water access rights in the plan area (s.10.08)
Basin Plan section 10.08 Water access rights must be identified
1) A water resource plan must identify the following:
a) each form of take from each SDL resource unit in the water resource plan area;
b) any classes of water access right that apply to the forms of take identified under paragraph
(a);
c) the characteristics of each class of right including, where appropriate, the number of rights
and any conditions on the exercise of the rights.

3.1 Introduction
The following tables identify the forms of take from each sustainable diversion limit (SDL) resource unit
in the water resource plan area, the classes of water access right that apply to those forms of take,
and the characteristics of those rights. A description of the different classes of water access right in
Queensland, and their associated characteristics, is given in chapter 0. The number of each class of
water access right may change over time due to subdivision and amalgamation of water allocations,
the issuing of water permits and the conversion of overland flow authorities to water licences. The
numbers reflect the status of entitlements as at February 2019, taking into account changes to
entitlements as part of the Queensland planning process (e.g. conversion of water licences to water
allocations through the Border Rivers and Moonie water entitlement notice 2019). Any zero values in
the tables mean that no water access rights are currently issued for that class of water access right.
This should not be interpreted as that they will not be issued in future.
Supplemented water allocations are located in the Border Rivers and Macintyre Brook water supply
schemes in the Queensland Border Rivers SDL resource unit.
There are a small number of commercial plantations (covering a total of approximately 250 hectares)
in the Stanthorpe Water Management Area in the Queensland Border Rivers SDL resource unit
(DNRME, 2018a). There are no commercial plantations in the Moonie SDL resource unit (DNRME,
2018b).
For the purpose of reporting actual take from a watercourse (excluding take under basic rights) under
s.71 of the Commonwealth Water Act 2007, take in the Stanthorpe Water Management Area is
separated from take from a watercourse in the rest of the catchment (see map in Appendix C).
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3.2 Surface water
Table 3.

Form of take

Queensland Border Rivers (SS24) water access rights
Class of water

Number

Number

access right

(total)

(HEW)

Supplemented

Elements

Location (zone)

water allocations:
Border Rivers

Characteristics

207

31

Water Supply

Nominal volume
Priority (class)

Scheme

Applicable management
rules
Continuous accounting
rules specifying how water
is distributed to accounts
and the volume that may be
taken (Operations Manual).
Announced allocation rules
for calculating the

Nominal Location

Supplemented

(zone)

water allocations:
Macintyre Brook

137

1

Water Supply
Scheme

proportion of nominal
volume that can be taken in
a given accounting period

Location (zone)

(Operations Manual).

Nominal volume

Continuous sharing rules

Priority (class)

specifying how water is
distributed to accounts and
the volume that may be
taken (Operations Manual).

Take from a
watercourse
(excluding take
under basic rights)

Unsupplemented
water allocations
(without flow
conditions):

0

0

N/A2

N/A

Border Rivers
Water
Management Area
Location (zone)
Unsupplemented

Location (place)

water allocations
(without flow
conditions):

120

0

Stanthorpe Water

Maximum rate of
take

Nil

Volumetric limit

Management Area

Nominal volume
Location (zone)

Unsupplemented
water allocations

2

8

0

Location (place)

(without flow

Maximum rate of

conditions):

take

Nil

Not applicable
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Form of take

Class of water

Number

Number

access right

(total)

(HEW)

Macintyre Brook

Characteristics
Elements

Applicable management
rules

Volumetric limit

Upstream Zone

Nominal volume
Announced period water
sharing rule (WMP s.37),
specifying that water can
only be taken when the

Unsupplemented

Location (zone)

water allocations

Maximum rate of

the announced period has

(with flow

take

begun, taking into

Volumetric limit

consideration specific flow

conditions):

121

12

Border Rivers
Water

Nominal volume

Management Area

Flow conditions

department announces that

conditions.
Accounting rules specifying
the volume which may be
taken in a water year (WMP
s.39) or at any time (WMP
s.40).

Location (zone)
Unsupplemented

Maximum rate of

water allocations
(with flow
conditions):

take
254

1

Stanthorpe Water

Volumetric limit
Nominal volume

Management Area

Accounting rules specifying
the volume which may be
taken in a water year (WMP
s.64 and s.65).

Flow conditions
Announced period water
sharing rule (WMP s.107),
specifying that water can
only be taken when the

Unsupplemented

Location (zone)

water allocations

Maximum rate of

the announced period has

(with flow

take

begun, taking into

Volumetric limit

consideration specific flow

conditions): other
water

73

1

management

Nominal volume

areas

Flow conditions

department announces that

conditions.
Accounting rules specifying
the volume which may be
taken in a water year (WMP
s.108) or at any time (WMP
s.109).
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Form of take

Class of water

Number

Number

access right

(total)

(HEW)

Characteristics
Elements

Applicable management
rules

Volume limited
licences:
Nominal entitlement
Maximum rate of
take
Water licences

172

0

Location (place)

Nil

Non-volume limited
licences:
Limited by specified
works
Location (place)
Water permits

03

N/A

Nominal entitlement

Nil

Purpose (any)
At least one of:
maximum rate at
which water may be
Water licences

22

0

taken, maximum

Nil

volume that may be
Take by floodplain

stored, volumetric

harvesting

limit, average
annual volume.
Overland flow
authorities (Water
Act s.101(1)(b)
and water plan
s.39)

Approx.
325
notified

Limited by specified works
N/A

Nil

existing as of September
2000.

storages
Purpose (any)
At least one of:
maximum rate at

Take by runoff
dams (including
take under basic

which water may be
Water licences

0

0

taken, maximum

Nil

volume that may be

rights)

stored, volumetric
limit, average
annual volume.

3

In 2017/18 water year.
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Form of take

Class of water

Number

Number

access right

(total)

(HEW)

Overland flow
authorities (Water
Act s.101(1)(b)
and (3) and water
plan s.39)
Authorisation
(Water Act s.96)
Take under basic
rights from a
watercourse

Authorisation
(Water Act s.96)

Net take by
commercial
plantations

N/A

Characteristics
Elements

Approx.
2520
notified

Applicable management
rules

Limited by specified works
N/A

Nil

existing as of September
2000.

storages
Not
availabl

N/A

N/A

Nil

N/A

N/A

Nil

N/A

N/A

Nil

e
See
Appendi
xE
Approx.
250 ha
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Table 4.

Form of take

Moonie (SS25) water access rights
Number

Number

access right

(total)

(HEW)

Elements

0

0

N/A

Supplemented
water allocations
Unsupplemented

Location (zone)

water allocations

Location (place)

(without flow
conditions):

10

0

Moonie Water

Take from a
watercourse
(excluding take
under basic rights)

Characteristics

Class of water

Maximum rate of
take

Management

Volumetric limit

Area

Nominal volume

Unsupplemented

Location (zone)

water allocations

Maximum rate of

(with flow
conditions):

Applicable management
rules
N/A

Nil

take
26

3

Moonie Water

Volumetric limit

Management

Nominal volume

Area

Flow conditions

Nil

Nominal entitlement
Water licences

5

0

Maximum rate of
take

Nil

Location (place)
Water permits

04

N/A

Nominal entitlement

Nil

Purpose (any)
At least one of:
maximum rate at
which water may be
Water licences

2

0

taken, maximum

Nil

volume that may be

Take by floodplain

stored, volumetric

harvesting

limit, average
annual volume.
Approx.
Overland flow

4

60

authorities (Water

notified

Act s.101(1)(b)

storages

N/A

Nil

Limited by specified works
existing as of June 2001.

In 2017/18 water year
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Form of take

Class of water

Number

Number

access right

(total)

(HEW)

Characteristics
Elements

Applicable management
rules

and water plan
s.39)
Purpose (any)
At least one of:
maximum rate at
which water may be
Water licences

0

0

taken, maximum

Nil

volume that may be
stored, volumetric
Take by runoff

limit, average

dams (including

annual volume.

take under basic
Overland flow

rights)

authorities (Water
Act s.101(1)(b)
and (3) and water
plan s.39)
Authorisation
(Water Act s.96)
Take under basic
rights from a
watercourse

Authorisation
(Water Act s.96)

Approx.
65
notified

Limited by specified works

N/A

Nil

N/A

N/A

Nil

N/A

N/A

Nil

N/A

N/A

Nil

existing as of June 2001.

storages
Not
availabl
e
See
Appendi
xE

Net take by
commercial

N/A

0

plantations
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3.3 Underground water
Table 5.

Queensland Border Rivers Alluvium (GS54) water access rights
Characteristics

Form of

Class of water

take

access right

Number
Elements

Volumetric Limit
Water allocations

Applicable
management rules
Announced allocations
specifying the

Nominal Volume

proportion of

Location (zone)

volumetric limit that

25
Location (point of take)

can be taken in a given
accounting period.

Underground water
Take from

licences (excludes

groundwat

basic rights)

100

Nominal entitlement

Nil

05

Nominal entitlement

Nil

er
Water permits
Authorisation: basic
rights from
underground water
(Water Act

N/A

Registered bores; no
volumetric limit

s.101(1)(c) and

Limited to existing
works in reticulated
service areas.

water plan s.40)

Table 6.

Queensland Border Rivers Fractured Rock (GS55) water access rights
Characteristics

Form of

Class of water

take

access right

Water allocations

Number
Elements

Applicable
management rules

0

N/A

N/A

17

Nominal entitlement

Nil

N/A

N/A

Nil

Underground water
licences (excludes
basic rights)
Take from
groundwater

Underground water
authorities
(excluding basic
rights) (Water Act
s.101(1)(c) and
water plan s.40)

5

In 2017/18 water year.
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Underground water
declared to be
overland flow water

N/A

N/A

Nil

05

Nominal entitlement

Nil

(Water Act s.1006A)
Water permits
Authorisation: basic
rights from
underground water

N/A

(Water Act

Registered bores; no
volumetric limit

s.101(1)(c) and

Limited to existing
works in reticulated
service areas.

water plan s.40)

Table 7.

Sediments above the Great Artesian Basin: Border Rivers-Moonie (GS57) water

access rights
Characteristics
Form of

Class of water

take

access right

Water allocations

Number
Elements

Applicable
management rules

0

N/A

N/A

56

Nominal entitlement

Nil

0

Nominal entitlement

Nil

Underground
water licences
(excludes basic
rights)
Take from

Water permits

groundwater
Authorisation:
basic rights from
underground
water (Water Act
s.101(1)(c) and

N/A

Registered bores; no
volumetric limit

Limited to existing
works in reticulated
service areas.

water plan s.40)
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Table 8.

St George Alluvium: Moonie (GS62) water access rights
Characteristics

Form of

Class of water

take

access right

Water allocations

Number
Elements

Applicable
management rules

0

N/A

N/A

0

N/A

N/A

06

Nominal entitlement

Nil

Underground
water licences
(excludes basic
rights)
Take from

Water permits

groundwater
Authorisation:
basic rights from
underground
water (Water Act
s.101(1)(c) and

N/A

Registered bores; no
volumetric limit

Limited to existing
works in reticulated
service areas.

water plan s.40)

6

In 2017/18 water year.
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4 Information relating to measuring take (s.10.44)
Basin Plan section 10.44 Information relating to measuring take - water access entitlements
A water resource plan must include the following information in relation to each class of water access
right relating to the water resources of the water resource plan area:
a)

the best estimate of the total long-term annual average quantity of water taken that is
measured;

b)

the best estimate of the total long-term annual average quantity of water taken that is not
measured;

c)

how the quantities under paragraphs (a) and (b) were calculated;

d)

the proportion of the quantity referred to in paragraph (a) that is measured in accordance with
standards for measuring agreed by the Basin States and the Commonwealth.

The tables in chapter 4.1 below provide the best estimates of total long-term annual average quantity
of water taken that is measured or not measured [section 10.44 (a) and (b)]. Chapter 4.2 describes the
methods for calculating total long-term annual average quantity of water taken [section 10.44(c)] for
each class of water access right. Refer to chapters 2 and 3 for the characteristics and number of each
water access right.
Some of the estimates of long-term annual average take for surface water presented here are different
to those used in the Basin Plan 2012 to estimate a baseline diversion limit (BDL). This is due to
improvements in water accounting methods and also reflects that entitlements where water is not
physically extracted from the watercourse (‘sleeper’ entitlements and entitlements held by the CEWH)
have been excluded from the results. The estimates of long-term average annual take for underground
water also differ from those used in the Basin Plan to estimate the BDL due to improvements in
knowledge about works that take groundwater in the Granite Belt underground water sub-area
provided by WSP Parsons Brinckerhoff (2018).
The agreed standards for measuring [section 10.44(d)] are Australian Standard 4747: Meters for nonurban water supply (Murray-Darling Basin Compliance Compact, December 2018). The proportion of
take that is measured in accordance with standards for measuring agreed by the Basin States and the
Commonwealth is shown in tables 9 to 14.
The methods for determining long-term annual average take apply in the same manner to each
individual SDL resource unit, unless otherwise described in the relevant method.
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4.1 Take by class of water access right
4.1.1 Surface water
Table 9.

Queensland Border Rivers (SS24)—measured take, forms and classes
Long-term annual average volume
taken (GL/yr)

Form of take

Proportion

Class of water access right
Measured

measured in

Not

accordance

measured

with AS4747
Supplemented water
allocations
Take from a watercourse
(excluding take under basic

Unsupplemented water
allocations

44.90

150.85

0
0.01% (0.01
GL/yr)

0

11.04

rights)

Take by floodplain harvesting
Take by runoff dams (including
take under basic rights)
Take under basic rights from a
watercourse
Net take by commercial
plantations

Water licences

12.29

0

9.30

Water permits

0

0

0

0

0

50

Authorisations

0

0

77

Authorisations

0

0

3.58

N/A

0

0

1

208.04

N/A

151.92

Water licences and overland
flow authorities

Total
Combined total long-term average annual take (measured
and not measured)

359.96
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Table 10.

Moonie (SS25)—measured take, forms and classes
Long-term annual average volume
taken (GL/yr)

Form of take

Proportion

Class of water access right
Measured

measured in

Not

accordance

measured

with AS4747
Supplemented water

0

0

0

20.32

0

0

Water licences

0.03

0

0.34

Water permits

0

0

0

0

0

3.83

Authorisations

0

0

51

Authorisations

0

0

0.36

N/A

0

0

0

20.35

N/A

55.53

allocations
Take from a watercourse

Unsupplemented water

(excluding take under basic

allocations

rights)

Take by floodplain harvesting
Take by runoff dams (including
take under basic rights)
Take under basic rights from a
watercourse
Net take by commercial
plantations

Water licences and overland
flow authorities

Total
Combined total long-term average annual take (measured
and not measured)

75.9
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4.1.2 Underground water
Table 11.

Queensland Border Rivers Alluvium (GS54)—measured take, forms and classes
Long-term annual average volume taken (GL/yr)

Form of take

Proportion

Class of take
Measured

measured in

Not

accordance with

measured

AS4747
Water allocations

0

0

0

7.9

0

4.7

Water permits

0

0

0

Basic rights from underground water

0

0

1.09

7.9

N/A

5.79

Underground water licences
Take from

(excluding take under basic rights)

groundwater

Total
Combined total long-term average annual take
(measured and not measured)

13.69
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Table 12.

Queensland Border Rivers Fractured Rock (GS55)—measured take, forms and
classes
Long-term annual average volume taken (GL/yr)

Form of take

Proportion

Class of take
Measured

measured in

Not

accordance with

measured

AS4747
Water allocations
Underground water licences
(excluding take under basic rights)
Water Permits
Underground water authorities (water
Take from

plan s.40(1)(d))

0

0

0

0

0

0.74

0

0

0

0

0

0.86

0

0

6.22

0

0

0.98

0

N/A

8.81

groundwater
Underground water declared to be
overland flow water (Water Act
s.1006A)
Basic rights from underground water
(including underground water
declared to be overland flow water)
Total
Combined total long-term average annual take
(measured and not measured)

8.817

7

See Appendix G for the methodology for determining long-term annual average take from the
Queensland Border Rivers Fractured Rock SDL resource unit.
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Table 13.

Sediments above the Great Artesian Basin: Border Rivers-Moonie (GS57)—
measured take, forms and classes
Long-term annual average volume taken (GL/yr)

Form of take

Proportion

Class of take
Measured

measured in

Not

accordance with

measured

AS4747
Water allocations

0

0

0

0

0

0.24

Water Permits

0

0

0

Basic rights from underground water

0

0

0.27

0

N/A

0.51

Underground water licences
Take from

(excluding take under basic rights)

groundwater

Total
Combined total long-term average annual take
(measured and not measured)

Table 14.

0.51

St George Alluvium: Moonie (GS62)—measured take, forms and classes
Long-term annual average volume taken (GL/yr)

Form of take

Proportion

Class of take
Measured

measured in

Not

accordance with

measured

AS4747
Water allocations

0

0

0

0

0

0

Water Permits

0

0

0

Basic rights from underground water

0

0

0.02

0

N/A

0.02

Underground water licences
Take from

(excluding take under basic rights)

groundwater

Total
Combined total long-term average annual take
(measured and not measured)

0.02
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4.2 Calculating long-term annual average take [10.44(c)]
4.2.1 Take that is measured
For this section, a metered entitlement is an entitlement listed as a metered entitlement under the
Water Regulation 2016. Under s.808(3) of the Water Act 2000 (Qld), the holder of a metered
entitlement must not take water under the entitlement other than through works that have an approved
meter (as defined in s.106 of the Water Regulation) attached.

Take from a watercourse
Supplemented water allocations
For supplemented water allocations in all water supply schemes, the resource operations licence
holder is required to record the total volume of water taken annually by each user.
All water taken under supplemented water allocations is therefore measured.
Long-term annual average take was estimated using the eWater Source computer programs reviewed
by the Murray-Darling Basin Authority (the Authority) during the development of the Water Resource
Plan. The new hydrologic models for the Queensland Border Rivers-Moonie Water Resource Plan are
GBS-181128A, BRS-181015A and MS-190207A. Further information on the model developed for the
Water Resource Plan is available in the relevant model report (DES, 2018a; DES, 2018b; DES, 2019).
The long-term annual average take for these entitlements is taken to be the average annual volume
determined by the model as being available to be taken over the simulation period between 1895 and
2009 when—


entitlements are modelled operating as per the water sharing rules and conditions in place



climatic conditions and flow data are taken into account.

It is assumed that each allocation takes the entire volume of water available to be taken under the
allocation in any given year.
Unsupplemented water allocations
Unsupplemented water allocations in the following areas are metered entitlements under the Water
Regulation 2016:


Stanthorpe Water Management Area (applies to water allocations granted in 2008)



Upper Weir River Water Management Area



Lower Weir River Water Management Area



Moonie Water Management Area.

In addition, unsupplemented water allocations with installed works in the following areas are metered
(but are not defined as metered entitlements under the Water Regulation):


Border Rivers Water Management Area



Callandoon Creek Water Management Area



Macintyre Brook Water Management Area.
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Long-term annual average take for entitlements which are metered was estimated using the eWater
Source computer program reviewed by the Authority. The long-term annual average take for these
entitlements is taken to be the average annual volume determined by the model as being available to
be taken over the simulation period between 1895 and 2009 when—


entitlements are modelled operating as per the water sharing rules and conditions in place



climatic conditions and flow data are taken into account.

Long-term annual average take of unsupplemented water allocations does not include entitlements
where water is not physically extracted from the watercourse (i.e. sleeper entitlements or entitlements
held by the Commonwealth Environmental Water Holder). Sleepers were identified as entitlements
without a meter in an area which has been metered.
Water licences
Long-term annual average take for licences with a nominal entitlement is taken to be the nominal
entitlement stated on the water licence.
Water licences to take water from the Weir River, Brigalow Creek, Yambocully Creek, Commoron
Creek and Middle Creek in the Border Rivers catchment are metered entitlements under the Water
Regulation 2016. Long-term annual average take under metered water licences is taken to be the
average reported take over the period of record (2010/11 to 2017/18). This period includes both wet
years and dry years.

Take from groundwater
Water allocations
Water allocations to take from groundwater are metered entitlements under the Water Regulation
2016. Long-term annual average take for metered groundwater entitlements was estimated based on
an analysis of the water allocations, including any relevant conditions and the water sharing rules in
place for each resource. The long-term annual average take for these entitlements is taken to be the
average annual volume determined over a repeat of the climatic conditions for the period 1895 to
2009, assuming that the entire volume available to each entitlement is taken each year, only limited
by—


water entitlement characteristics



applicable water sharing rules



demand pattern related to climatic conditions.

Underground water licences
Underground water licences in the Border Rivers Alluvium shallow sub-unit are metered entitlements
under the Water Regulation 2016.
Long-term annual average take for metered groundwater entitlements was estimated based on an
analysis of the water licences, including any relevant conditions and the water sharing rules in place
for each resource.
The long-term annual average take for these entitlements is taken to be the average annual volume
determined over a repeat of the climatic conditions for the period 1895 to 2009, assuming that the
entire volume available to each entitlement is taken each year, only limited by—
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water entitlement characteristics



applicable water sharing rules



demand pattern related to climatic conditions.

4.2.2 Take that is not measured
Take from a watercourse (excluding take under basic rights)
Unsupplemented water allocations
Long-term annual average take for unmetered unsupplemented water allocations was estimated using
the eWater Source computer program reviewed by the Authority. The long-term annual average take
for these entitlements is estimated using the same method as for metered unsupplemented water
allocations.
Long-term annual average take of unsupplemented water allocations does not include entitlements
where water is not physically extracted from the watercourse (i.e. sleeper entitlements or entitlements
held by the Commonwealth Environmental Water Holder). Sleepers not in a metered area were
identified as entitlements without installed works on the department’s water management system.
Water licences
The long-term annual average take under the authority of water licences which state an area that may
be irrigated is taken to be 8 megalitres per hectare per year, based on the average water requirement
of crops in the subcatchment. The volume per hectare was determined using the method outlined in
Appendix D. Only take under licences believed to be active, based on identification of irrigated areas
on satellite imagery, was considered.
The long-term annual average take under the authority of water licences which state a nominal
entitlement is taken to be the nominal entitlement stated on the licence.
The long-term annual average take under the authority of water licences in the Queensland Border
Rivers SDL resource unit which do not state a nominal entitlement or an area that may be irrigated
and are not included in the model is taken to be the average reported take over the period of record
(2010/11 to 2017/18). This period includes both wet years and dry years.
Water permits
The long-term annual average take under the authority of water permits is taken to be zero.

Take by floodplain harvesting
The long-term annual average take by floodplain harvesting that is not measured is take under both
water licences and overland flow authorities.
Water licences are granted to replace overland flow authorities when there is a risk of growth in
overland flow take, for example, if a water allocation is moved to another location (‘unhooked’ from the
conjunctive storage), thereby creating more air space in the storage for the take of overland flow
(further details provided in chapter 2.7.1). Consequently, historically reported take by floodplain
harvesting is a combination of take by overland flow authorities and water licences. The proportion
changes annually as water licences are granted to replace the original authorisations, so it is not
possible to separate out the individual classes of take.
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Long-term annual average take by floodplain harvesting under water licences in the Queensland
Border Rivers SDL resource unit has been determined using comprehensive information on
associated works and hydrologic modelling as part of the licensing process. However, insufficient
information is available to estimate a long-term annual average take under overland flow authorities.
To date, overland flow authorities on approximately one-third of irrigation properties on the Border
Rivers floodplain have been converted to water licences, for which the estimated long-term annual
average take is 34 GL.
The estimate for long-term annual average take by floodplain harvesting under water licences will
continue to increase as the conversion of overland flow authorities progresses. The department has
identified the improved measurement of the take of overland flow on the Border Rivers and Moonie
floodplains as high priority and a measure has been included in the water plan (s.25(1)(c)) for this to
be achieved by 31 December 2022. It is likely that the remaining overland flow authorities on the
Border Rivers and Moonie floodplains will be converted to water licences as part of the process to
achieve this measure under the Rural Water Management Program.
In the absence of a comprehensive estimate for long-term annual average take by floodplain
harvesting from the licensing process, the long-term annual average take was estimated as the
average of historical annual actual take for the period of record (2009/10 to 2017/18 for the Border
Rivers and 2004/05 to 2017/18 for the Moonie) using the method described in chapter 6.2. It is
recognised that this may be an inaccurate estimate of the BDL due to the short period of record, high
variability in opportunity to take water by floodplain harvesting from year to year and uncertainties
associated with the existing method (e.g. lack of information about the storage capacity of works and
the way in which water is taken); however, this is currently the best available information.
The 5 year review of the water plan required under s.49 of the Water Act 2000 (Qld) and s.22 of the
Water Regulation 2016 will include a review of the estimate for long-term annual average take by
floodplain harvesting (including the proportion of take that is measured), as well as the permitted take
method. This may result in amendments of relevant sections of the methods report and the BDL
estimates for the Queensland Border Rivers and Moonie SDL resource units.

Take by runoff dams (including take under basic rights)
The best method available for estimating long-term annual average take by runoff dams is the BDL for
farm dam capacity as estimated by the Authority using results from the Sustainable Yields Project
(SKM, 2007).
To build on the Sustainable Yields Project, a further report was commissioned by Queensland (SKM,
2012), in order to assess the statewide impact of stock and domestic farm (i.e. runoff) dams in
Queensland. The statewide project extended the Sustainable Yields Project results using local
Queensland datasets to derive the surface area to volume equation.
The statistical confidence and fit in the derived equation, i.e. the calibration of the model, was robust.
However, the limitation of the analysis was the absence of ground-truthing of the dataset, i.e.
validation of the model. The importance of validating the method is reaffirmed by an independent
review of the take by runoff dams (BWR, 2013). The independent review indicated significant
concerns about the ability of the methodology used for the Sustainable Yields Project to provide
meaningful estimates, including: likely double-counting, lack of ground-truthing and the use of derived
data.
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The estimates for both SKM reports were developed using the STEDI (Spatial Tool for Estimating Dam
Impacts) water balance model. In both cases, the STEDI model applied a method to estimate the
capacity of runoff dams using the remotely sensed data set developed by Agrecon (2005). The
fundamental data underpinning both estimates was a set of runoff dam mapping undertaken in
2004/05 by Geoscience Australia. However, the two reports used different equations to estimate the
surface area to volume relationship for calculating the capacity of the runoff dams. This means it is not
possible to compare the results of the two reports and, therefore, separate the take by runoff dams for
basic rights from take for other purposes.
The Sustainable Yields Project applied a demand factor of 1.1 to the estimated dam capacity (SKM,
2007), whereas the 2012 SKM report used a demand factor of 0.5 based on a phone survey of 30 land
holders in Queensland. Only three land holders were able to give a confident estimate of use and
none of the land holders lived within the QMDB (SKM, 2012), so it is not considered that the demand
factor used in the 2012 SKM report8 is based on better information and should therefore be used for
estimating long-term annual average take by runoff dams in the QMDB.
In the absence of a better estimate, i.e. a ground-truthed dataset, Queensland will continue to adopt
the current estimate of BDL for runoff dams, including take under basic rights, i.e. 77 GL per water
year for the Queensland Border Rivers SDL resource unit and 51 GL per water year for the Moonie
SDL resource unit. Whilst there may be double accounting of take by runoff dams located on the
Border Rivers and Moonie floodplains under this class of take and as floodplain harvesting, this is
currently the best available information.
Take of contaminated agricultural runoff is assumed to be included in the current estimate of BDL for
runoff dams. Growth in take of contaminated agricultural runoff is not considered significant as it is
likely to only be associated with the development of new farming enterprises. However, Queensland
will undertake an assessment on a five-yearly basis to determine whether there has been growth in
take of contaminated agricultural runoff.
Under the Water Act 2000 (Qld) s.1006A, the water plan (s.7) also declares that underground water to
a depth of 6 metres below the surface in the Stanthorpe Water Management Area is overland flow
water. Although Queensland manages groundwater and surface water together for this area, separate
water accounting methods are used for determining take from surface water (runoff dams) in the
Border Rivers catchment and take of groundwater from the Border Rivers Fractured Rock aquifer. This
may mean that there is some double accounting of underground water intercepted by runoff dams
under this class of take and as groundwater; however, it is not expected to be significant. The best
estimates of take available are as described above for runoff dams and as per chapter 6.6.4 for
groundwater.

Take under basic rights from a watercourse
Long-term annual average take under basic rights from a watercourse is estimated using the method
described in Appendix E.

Take by commercial plantations
The Authority has estimated the long-term annual average net take of water by commercial plantations
under the level of development that existed on 30 June 2009 as 1 GL and 0 GL, respectively, for the
Queensland Border Rivers and Moonie SDL resource units. In the absence of any new data on
SKM 2012 Appendix E: Assessment of impact of stock and domestic dams in Queensland – demand
factor (A. Naseem, 2011)
8
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interception by commercial plantations in the QMDB, this is considered the best available information
for take by commercial plantations.

Take from groundwater
Underground water licences
Two methods are used for determining the long-term annual average quantity of underground water
taken under licences which are not metered.
For unmetered groundwater licences that are subject to annual announcements under the WMP, the
long-term annual average take for metered groundwater entitlements was estimated based on an
analysis of the water licences, including any relevant conditions and the water sharing rules in place
for each resource. According to this method, the long-term annual average take for these entitlements
is taken to be the average annual volume determined over a repeat of the climatic conditions for the
period 1895 to 2009, assuming that the entire volume available to each entitlement is taken each year,
only limited by—


water entitlement characteristics



applicable water sharing rules



demand pattern related to climatic conditions.

For unmetered groundwater entitlements that are not subject to annual announcements under the
WMP, the long-term annual average take is calculated by summing the nominal entitlement for each
underground water entitlement.
Underground water authorities
Long-term average take from underground water authorities and of underground water declared to be
overland flow water under s.1006A of the Water Act 2000 (Qld) in the Granite Belt underground water
sub-area of the Queensland Border Rivers Fractured Rock SDL resource unit are taken from table 7.8
of the Methodology for determining growth in take of groundwater and accounting for groundwater
take in the Granite Belt Underground Water Area (WSP Parsons Brinckerhoff, 2018) (see Appendix G
for details).
Water permits
The long-term annual average quantity of underground water taken under water permits is taken to be
the average of the volume permitted to be taken for the period of record.
Basic rights from underground water
Long-term annual average take for basic rights from underground water is estimated using the
methodology outlined in Appendix E. This method improves the estimation of take under basic rights
and ensures that there is no double accounting of take for basic rights from surface water and
groundwater.
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5 Methods—annual permitted take (s.10.10)
Basin Plan section 10.10 Annual determinations of water permitted to be taken
1)

For each SDL resource unit in a water resource plan area, and for each form of take, the
water resource plan must set out the method for determining the maximum quantity of water
that the plan permits to be taken for consumptive use during a water accounting period.

2)

The method for subsection (1) may include modelling, and must be designed to be applied
after the end of the relevant water accounting period, having regard to the water resources
available during the period.

3)

The method must: (a) account for the matters in subsection 10.12(1); and (b) be consistent
with the other provisions of the water resource plan.

Chapters 5.1 to 5.7 describe the methods used to determine the maximum quantity of water permitted
to be taken for consumptive use in the water resource plan area. These are set out by form of take
and type of water access right. Please see chapters 2 and 3 for the characteristics of each water
access right.
Chapter 5.8 addresses the methods to account for the matters in subsection 10.12(1). The methods
used are consistent with the other provisions of the water resource plan. Chapter 5.9 provides a
demonstration of how annual permitted take, under historical climate conditions, relates to the SDL.
The methods for determining annual permitted take apply in the same manner to each individual SDL
resource unit, unless otherwise described in the relevant method.
Annual permitted take from a surface water SDL unit is calculated using the following formula:
annual permitted take from a watercourse (excluding under
basic rights)
+ annual permitted take by floodplain harvesting
+ annual permitted take by runoff dams (including take under

Annual permitted take
from surface water SDL
unit

=

basic rights)
+ annual permitted take under basic rights from a watercourse
+ annual permitted net take by commercial plantations
– annual expression of environmental water recovered
– annual expression of efficiency measures
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5.1 Permitted take from a watercourse (excluding take under basic
rights)
Annual permitted take from a watercourse is calculated using the following formula:
annual permitted take under supplemented water allocations
+ annual permitted take under unsupplemented water allocations
+ annual permitted take under water licences
Annual permitted take
from a watercourse

=

+ annual permitted take under water permits
+ use of New South Wales entitlement taken through works in
Queensland
– use of Queensland entitlement taken through works in New
South Wales

5.1.1 Supplemented water allocations
Supplemented water allocations are included in the eWater Source computer program reviewed by the
Authority as part of the preparation of the Queensland Border Rivers-Moonie Water Resource Plan.
The new hydrologic models for the Queensland Border Rivers-Moonie Water Resource Plan are GBS181128A, BRS-181015A and MS-190207A. Further information is available in the relevant model
report (DES, 2018a).
The annual permitted take for these entitlements is taken to be the volume determined by the model,
adjusted for water allocation changes approved in accordance with water plan rules, as being
available to be taken for the water year when—


entitlements are modelled operating as per water sharing rules and conditions in place (note
that held environmental water is simulated as an active water entitlement)



climatic conditions and flow data are taken into account.

The model used to determine annual permitted take (following extension to include climatic and flow
data for the previous water year) is also used to simulate the long-term average annual quantity of
water taken under entitlements. Annual permitted take is calculated retrospectively for the previous
water year, whereas long-term annual average take is calculated over the period from 1895 to 2009.

5.1.2 Unsupplemented water allocations
Unsupplemented water allocations are included in the eWater Source computer program submitted for
accreditation under the Basin Plan. The annual permitted take for these entitlements is estimated
using the same method as for supplemented water allocations. Further information is available in the
relevant model reports (DES, 2018a; DES, 2018b; DES, 2019).

5.1.3 Water licences (excluding urban use)
Border Rivers
The volume permitted to be taken from a watercourse under a water licence is taken to be the annual
actual take (as determined under chapter 6.1.3).
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Moonie
The annual permitted take for water licences is taken to be the sum of the nominal entitlements stated
on the licences.

5.1.4 Water licences for urban use
The annual permitted take for water licences for urban use is taken to be the sum of the nominal
entitlements stated on the licences.

5.1.5 Water permits
The volume permitted to be taken under the authority of water permits is the sum of the volumes
specified on the permits.

5.2 Permitted take by floodplain harvesting
In Queensland, floodplain harvesting is defined as overland flow, which is limited by water plan
provisions (see chapter 2.7.1). For the purposes of reporting under the Basin Plan, Queensland
defines floodplain harvesting as take of water which has broken out of the watercourse or fallen on the
floodplain and which is taken for any purpose other than stock or domestic. In the Border Rivers and
Moonie catchments, the relevant floodplains are:


Border Rivers: floodplains associated with the Dumaresq River downstream of its junction with
Macintyre Brook, the Macintyre River, Callandoon Creek, the Barwon River, the Upper Weir
River and the Lower Weir River.



Moonie: Moonie River floodplain downstream of Flinton.

Annual permitted take by floodplain harvesting is limited to the taking of overland flow water by
existing overland flow works (s.39 of the water plan). This limit was originally put in place as a
moratorium on new works under Queensland law in 2000 in the Queensland Border Rivers SDL
resource unit and in 2001 in the Moonie SDL resource unit. Overland flow take by existing overland
flow works is licensed to prevent growth, for example following ‘unhooking’ of a water allocation from
conjunctive storage (see chapter 2.7.1).
The maximum quantity of water that the water plan permits to be taken by existing overland flow works
is determined by the capacity of those works and climate conditions during the relevant water
accounting period (specifically, rainfall on the local catchment, flows in the watercourse which result in
overbank flow events, the storage capacity of the works and how much water is held by those works
from time to time). Given the lack of detailed information about works and the way in which they are
used to take overland flow water, there is much uncertainty in estimating the volume of permitted take
by floodplain harvesting. In light of these considerations, annual permitted take by floodplain
harvesting is determined in the same way as annual actual take by floodplain harvesting (see chapter
6.2 of this report).
With the completion of the measure in the water plan (s25(1)(c)) that all taking of overland flow water
on the Border Rivers and Moonie floodplains is properly measured by 31 December 2022, more
detailed information will be available. The 5 year review of the water plan (also see chapter 4.2.2 –
take by floodplain harvesting) will include a review of the method for permitted take by floodplain
harvesting.
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5.3 Permitted take by runoff dams (including take under basic rights)
For the purposes of reporting under the Basin Plan, Queensland defines take by runoff dams as take
for stock or domestic purposes by dams located on a floodplain and take for any purpose (including
contaminated agricultural runoff) by dams not located on a floodplain.
Permitted take by runoff dams is assumed to be equal to annual actual take (as determined under
chapter 6.3).
The long-term annual average quantity of water in the Queensland Border Rivers-Moonie Water
Resource Plan area that can be taken for consumptive use from runoff dams is the level specified in
items 5 and 6 of column 2 of Schedule 3 of the Basin Plan.

5.4 Permitted take under basic rights from a watercourse
Permitted take under basic rights from a watercourse is assumed to be equal to annual actual take (as
determined under chapter 6.4, i.e. using the method in Appendix E). Basic rights from watercourses
are largely only taken from permanent waterholes. In such waterholes, there is little change in water
availability from year to year; therefore the method assumes that the water availability does not vary.
The long-term annual average quantity of water in the Queensland Border Rivers-Moonie Water
Resource Plan area that can be taken for consumptive use under basic rights from a watercourse is
the level specified in items 5 and 6 of column 2 of Schedule 3 of the Basin Plan.

5.5 Permitted net take by commercial plantations
Permitted net take by commercial plantations is assumed to be equal to annual actual take (as
determined under chapter 6.5).
The long-term annual average quantity of water in the Water Resource Plan area that can be taken for
consumptive use as net take by commercial plantations is the level specified in items 5 and 6 of
column 2 of Schedule 3 of the Basin Plan.

5.6 Annual expression of environmental water
The annual expression of environmental water recovered under held environmental water entitlements
for surface water is determined using the relevant method for the class of entitlement as described in
this chapter.The annual expression of environmental water recovered under held environmental water
entitlements resulting from efficiency measures (as defined under s10.10(5) of the Basin Plan) is
determined using the relevant method for the class of entitlement as described in this chapter.
Where the model is used to determine annual permitted take (following extension to include climatic
and flow data for the previous water year), the total potential take under all entitlements (i.e. BDL,
including held environmental water entitlements) is determined. The modelled potential take under
individual held environmental water entitlements is then subtracted from the total to determine annual
permitted take for consumptive use (see Appendix F).
There are no held environmental water entitlements for groundwater in the Queensland Border RiversMoonie Water Resource Plan area.

5.7 Permitted take from groundwater
The annual permitted take for take from groundwater for each groundwater SDL resource unit in the
Water Resource Plan area is equal to the SDL for the resource unit as per Schedule 4 ot the Basin
Plan.
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5.8 Matters relating to accounting for water [s.10.10(3), 10.12]
Basin Plan section 10.12 Matters relating to accounting for water
1) For paragraph 10.10(3)(a), the following matters must be accounted for:
a) all forms of take from the SDL resource unit and all classes of water access right;
b) water allocations that are determined in one water accounting period and used in another,
including water allocations that are carried over from one water accounting period to the next;
c) for a surface water SDL resource unit - return flows, in a way that is consistent with arrangements
under the Agreement immediately before the commencement of the Basin Plan;
d) subject to subsection (3) - trade of water access rights;
e) water resources which have a significant hydrological connection to the water resources of the
SDL resource unit;
f) circumstances in which there is a change in the way water is taken or held under a water access
right;
g) changes over time in the extent to which water allocations in the unit are utilised;
h) water sourced from the Great Artesian Basin and released into a Basin water resource, by
excluding that water;
i) water resources which are used for the purpose of managed aquifer recharge
2) Subject to this section, the method may account for other matters.
3) For paragraph (1)(d), the water resource plan must account for the disposal and acquisition of held
environmental water separately and in a way that does not affect the method used under section 10.10.

Chapters 5.8.1 to 5.8.9 describe the methods for accounting for the matters identified in Basin Plan
section 10.12. One additional matter (accounting for unallocated water) is discussed in chapter 5.8.10.

5.8.1 Accounting for all forms of take [s.10.12(1)(a)]

1) For paragraph 10.10(3)(a), the following matters must be accounted for:
a) all forms of take from the SDL resource unit and all classes of water access right.
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Annual permitted take from a surface water SDL unit is calculated using the following formula, which
includes all forms of take:
annual permitted take from a watercourse (excluding under basic rights)
+ annual permitted take by floodplain harvesting
+ annual permitted take by runoff dams (including take under basic rights)
Annual permitted
take

=

+ annual permitted take under basic rights from a watercourse
+ annual permitted net take by commercial plantations
– annual expression of environmental water recovered
– annual expression of efficiency measures

All classes of water access right listed in tables 3 and 4 are included in the formulae in chapters 5.1 to
5.5.
The annual permitted take method from a groundwater SDL unit applies to the one form of take
present - take from groundwater.
Permitted take under general authorisations other than basic rights, underground water authorities and
overland flow authorities has not been estimated, as discussed in chapter 2.7.

5.8.2 Carry over and forward draw [s.10.12(1)(b)]

1) For paragraph 10.10(3)(a), the following matters must be accounted for:
b) water allocations that are determined in one water accounting period and used in another,
including water allocations that are carried over from one water accounting period to the next.

Surface water
There are no carry over and forward draw provisions for supplemented water allocations in the
Queensland Border Rivers-Moonie Water Resource Plan area, so they do not need to be accounted
for.
Underground water
This requirement is not applicable as carry over is not permitted under the WMP.

5.8.3 Return flows [s.10.12(1)(c)]

1)
c)

For paragraph 10.10(3)(a), the following matters must be accounted for:
for a surface water SDL resource unit - return flows, in a way that is consistent with
arrangements under the Agreement immediately before the commencement of the Basin Plan;

Return flows are not applicable to the Queensland part of the Murray–Darling Basin.
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5.8.4 Trade of water access rights [s.10.12(1)(d) and s.10.12(3)]

1)

For paragraph 10.10(3)(a), the following matters must be accounted for:
d)

3)

subject to subsection (3) - trade of water access rights;

For paragraph (1)(d), the water resource plan must account for the disposal and acquisition of
held environmental water separately and in a way that does not affect the method used under
section 10.10.

For surface water, any permanent disposal or acquisition of held environmental water will be
accounted for by only including entitlements classed as held environmental water in the current
reporting year when determining the parameter ‘annual expression of environmental water recovered’
in the formula for calculating annual permitted take in chapter 5.8.1.
Any temporary disposal or acquisition of held environmental water will be accounted for after annual
permitted take is determined. Details are given in Queensland’s methodology for accounting for
environmental water (Appendix F).
Trades within SDL resource units are assessed to ensure that there is no net increase in take and no
negative impact on Environmental Flow Objectives as specified in the water plan.
Border Rivers
Water from the Queensland Border Rivers SDL resource unit is permitted to be taken through
approved works (equipped with a working meter) in the state of New South Wales under an
agreement between the State and New South Wales. Note there is no transfer of an approved volume
of water from a Queensland water account to a New South Wales water account. Reciprocal
arrangements apply to water taken from the New South Wales Border Rivers SDL resource unit
through works in the state of Queensland. Annual permitted take will be adjusted for this use in
accordance with the formula in chapter 5.1.
Moonie
Trade of water into or out of the Moonie SDL resource unit is not permitted, so does not need to be
accounted for.
Underground water
Trade is not permitted between any of the groundwater SDL resource units. As there is no trade
between groundwater SDL resource units, there is no mechanism for net change in water availability
in an SDL resource unit and therefore, accounting for trade in the annual permitted take method is not
necessary.
There is no held environmental groundwater in the Water Resource Plan area so Basin Plan
s.10.12(3) does not apply.
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5.8.5 Hydrologic connection to other water resources [s.10.12(1)(e)]

1)
e)

For paragraph 10.10(3)(a), the following matters must be accounted for:
water resources which have a significant hydrological connection to the water resources of the
SDL resource unit.

There is no surface water outside an SDL resource unit that could impact on either the water permitted
to be taken or actually taken within the resource unit.
Several groundwater resources are split across water plan area boundaries (table 15). These
resources are coded as separate units for the Basin Plan Schedule 4, despite being continuous. For
these resources, management is aligned in each relevant water plan and water management protocol.
Note that none of these units are subject to water trading.
Table 15.

Continuous groundwater resources

Continuous resources units

Groundwater SDL resource unit code
GS53

Fractured Rock Aquifer (Condamine and Border Rivers)
GS55
GS61
St George Alluvium (shallow)

GS62
GS63
GS57
GS58

Sediments above the Great Artesian Basin
GS59
GS60

Several groundwater resources have a significant connection to other resources (table 16). In
developing the rules for these groundwater resource units, the connectivity of groundwater was taken
into consideration. For the Condamine Fractured Rock, trade within or between groundwater SDL
resource units is not provided for (WMP chapters 9 and 10). Thus, by adopting the SDL volume as the
permitted take volume, connectivity will have no material impact on the annual permitted take method.
For the Border Rivers Alluvium, where trading rules are provided, there is no need for additional water
accounting methods to be developed. In setting the SDL (= permitted take) for this groundwater
resource unit, the connectivity of groundwater was taken into consideration by setting trade limits,
zone-based resource condition limits and providing long-term benchmark water levels in the WMP
(chapters 9 and 10).
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Table 16.

Significant connections (s10.12(1)(e))

Connected resource units
Fractured Rock Aquifer (Condamine and Border
Rivers) (GS55 and GS53)

Connected resource units
Qld Border Rivers (SS24) (surface water)
NSW Border Rivers Alluvium (GS32)

Queensland Border Rivers Alluvium (GS54)
Qld Border Rivers (SS24) (surface water)

5.8.6 Changes in the way water is taken or held [s.10.12(1)(f)]

1)

For paragraph 10.10(3)(a), the following matters must be accounted for:

f)

circumstances in which there is a change in the way water is taken or held under a water
access right.

The water plan (s.35) does not allow for any increase in the amount of water taken by water
allocations or water licences, unless there is water available in the unallocated water reserve. Any
changes to the conditions of an entitlement will not change the long-term annual average volume of
water available under the entitlement.
If an entitlement is changed such that it falls into a different class of water access right, this will be
accounted for by reporting on its annual permitted take within the appropriate class of water access
right. For example, if a water licence is converted to an unsupplemented water allocation, this would
be reported under unsupplemented water allocations, rather than water licences, as previously.
Entitlement holders are free to take and hold water in accordance with the conditions on their
entitlements. On an annual basis, a change in how an entitlement holder chooses to take or hold
water within the conditions on their entitlement does not change the annual permitted take of that
entitlement because the method assumes full utilisation of entitlements.
Take in groundwater SDL resource units is managed under the Border Rivers and Moonie WMP. Any
changes in the way groundwater is taken or held will not alter annual permitted take because
permitted take is not variable.

5.8.7 5.8.7 Changes over time in the level of use of water allocations
[s.10.12(1)(g)]

1)

For paragraph 10.10(3)(a), the following matters must be accounted for:
g) changes over time in the extent to which water allocations in the unit are utilised.

In general, Queensland's eWater Source computer programs assume full utilisation of water
allocations when determining permitted use, so changes in level of use do not affect the volume
permitted to be taken.
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For groundwater resource units, the permitted take for take from groundwater is the SDL for the unit.
Changes over time in the level of use do not impact on this method.

5.8.8 Water sourced from the Great Artesian Basin and released into a
Basin water resource [s.10.12(1)(h)]

1)
h)

For paragraph 10.10(3)(a), the following matters must be accounted for:
water sourced from the Great Artesian Basin and released into a Basin water resource, by
excluding that water.

No water sourced from the Great Artesian Basin is released into water resources in the Water
Resource Plan SDL water resource units.

5.8.9 Managed aquifer recharge [s.10.12(1)(i)]

1)
i)

For paragraph 10.10(3)(a), the following matters must be accounted for:
water resources which are used for the purpose of managed aquifer recharge.

Managed aquifer recharge does not occur in any Queensland SDL resource units. Therefore managed
aquifer recharge does not need to be accounted for in the annual permitted take.

5.8.10 Accounting for other matters [s.10.12(2)]—unallocated water
The water plan has set aside the following volumes of water to be made available for consumptive
use. The unallocated surface water was provided for in the Water Resource (Border Rivers) Plan 2003
and full utilisation of unallocated surface water is included in the BDL of the SDL resource unit (see
chapter 5.9.4). The unallocated underground water is new and is additional to the Basin Plan 2012
BDL (whilst still remaining within SDL).
For the purposes of this chapter 5.8.10, it is assumed that all unallocated water will be fully utilised for
consumptive use. Unallocated water has been identified separately in the demonstration in chapter
5.9. Once the entitlement has been granted, permitted and actual use will be accounted for in the
appropriate entitlement category.
Table 17.

Unallocated water reserves of surface water

Water management area

Average annual volume

Purpose

Stanthorpe Water management area

1740 ML

Coordinated project

Stanthorpe Water management area

1500 ML

Town water supply

Stanthorpe Water management area

1060 ML

Any
Helping an Aboriginal

Stanthorpe Water management area

200 ML

community achieve its economic
and social aspirations
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Water management area

Average annual volume

Purpose
Helping an Aboriginal

Moonie Water management area

100 ML

community achieve its economic
and social aspirations

Table 18.

Unallocated water reserves of underground water
SDL

Catchment

Underground water unit

resource
unit

Nominal
entitlement

Purpose

Helping an Aboriginal
Border

Sediments above the Great

Rivers

Artesian Basin

GS57

620 ML

community achieve its
economic and social
aspirations

Border

Sediments above the Great

Rivers

Artesian Basin

Border

Border Rivers Fractured

Rivers

Rock

GS57

5580 ML

Any

GS55

387 ML

Any
Helping an Aboriginal

Moonie

Sediments above the Great
Artesian Basin

GS57

480 ML

community achieve its
economic and social
aspirations

Moonie

Sediments above the Great
Artesian Basin

GS57

4320 ML

Any

5.9 Demonstration of how method relates to the SDL
Basin Plan section 10.10 Annual determinations of water permitted to be taken
4) The plan must also set out a demonstration that the method relates to the SDL of each resource unit
in such a way that, if applied over a repeat of the historical climate conditions, it would result in meeting
the SDL for the resource unit, including as amended under section 23B of the Act.

5.9.1 How the methods relate to limits on take
There are a number of limits that prevent take from increasing above the levels that are described in
Schedule 3 of the Basin Plan (2009 levels). The water plan does not permit any additional water to be
taken from watercourses by water allocations and water licences. Growth in floodplain harvesting is
also prevented under the water plan. The water plan prohibits the take of water by overland flow
structures built after 2000 other than for purposes permitted under s.39 (or authorised under s.101 of
the Water Act 2000 (Qld)).
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No growth is expected in take by runoff dams or under basic rights from a watercourse in the
Queensland Border Rivers SDL resource unit, as a low level of population growth is predicted and
demand for stock watering is unlikely to increase (DNRME, 2018a).
No growth is expected in take by runoff dams or under basic rights from a watercourse in the Moonie
SDL resource unit, as there is low risk of growth in the area's population for the life of the plan
(DNRME, 2018b).
Capture of overland flow by contaminated agricultural runoff dams in the WRP area is limited by
requiring the person taking the runoff to keep records which demonstrate that only contaminated
agricultural runoff has been captured (water plan s.88). See table 19 for a summary of the means of
ensuring annual permitted take applied over a repeat of historical climate conditions does not exceed
2009 levels.
For groundwater resource units, the permitted take is the SDL for the unit (table 20).
Table 19.

Links between the method for determining annual permitted take and the means of
ensuring annual permitted take applied over a repeat of historical climate
conditions does not exceed 2009 levels
Means of ensuring annual

Form of take

Class of water
access right

Method for

permitted take applied over a

determining annual

repeat of historical climate

permitted take

conditions does not exceed 2009
levels

Supplemented

Modelled by extension

In developing the Water Resource

water allocations

of the eWater Source

(Border Rivers) Plan 2003 and the

computer program.

Water Resource (Moonie) Plan 2003,

water allocations

Entitlements are

models were used to identify the

(without flow

modelled operating as

volume of water available to be taken

conditions)

per water sharing rules

in the Water Resource Plan area

and conditions in place

(based on a desired end of system

and taking into

flow) and to develop the water

Take from a

account climatic

sharing rules and access conditions

watercourse

conditions and flow

on water allocations which would

Unsupplemented

(excluding take

Unsupplemented

data for the reporting

limit permitted take to the volume of

under basic

water allocations

year.

water available to be taken.

rights)

(with flow

Information on the

Section 35 of the water plan does not

model is available in

permit any additional water to be

the model reports

taken from watercourses by water

(DES, 2018a; DES,

allocations or water licences (beyond

2018b; DES, 2019).

that specifically released as

conditions)

unallocated water). This rule was first
Modelled by extension
Water licences

of the eWater Source
computer program or

put in place in the Water Resource
(Border Rivers) Plan 2003 and the
Water Resource (Moonie) Plan 2003.

annual actual take, if
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Means of ensuring annual
Form of take

Class of water
access right

Method for

permitted take applied over a

determining annual

repeat of historical climate

permitted take

conditions does not exceed 2009
levels

licence not included in
the model simulation.

Water permits

The sum of the

Water permits are short term

volumes specified on

authorities, generally for small

the permits.

volumes.
Growth in floodplain harvesting is
prevented by not allowing overland
flow works built after 2000 to be used

Overland flow

for purposes other than those

authorities

permitted under s.39 of the water

(Water Act

Annual actual take

plan. This rule was first put in place

s.101(1)(b) and

(based on available

by a moratorium in 2000 in the

water plan s.39)

storage capacity,

Border Rivers catchment and in 2001

floodplain

rainfall and flows

in the Moonie catchment and

harvesting

during the water year,

subsequently in the relevant water

and information from

plans in 2003.

water users).

Water licences specify limitations

Take by

such that take from storages does
not grow. Limitations include stated

Water licences

volumes and/or details of storage
infrastructure authorised for use
under entitlement.
Growth in take by runoff dams for
purposes other than basic rights is
prevented by not allowing overland
flow works built after 2000 to be used
for purposes other than those

Overland flow
Take by runoff

authorities

dams (including

(Water Act

take under basic

s.101(1)(b) and

rights)

(3) and water
plan s.39)

Annual actual take

permitted under s.39 of the water

(estimate provided in

plan. This rule was first put in place

Basin Plan Schedule

by a moratorium in 2000 and

3, items 5 and 6,

subsequently in the relevant water

column 2, note to

plans in 2003.

paragraphs (c) and
(d)).

Capture of overland flow by
contaminated agricultural runoff
dams is limited by requiring records
to be kept which demonstrate that
only contaminated agricultural runoff
has been captured.
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Means of ensuring annual
Form of take

Class of water
access right

Method for

permitted take applied over a

determining annual

repeat of historical climate

permitted take

conditions does not exceed 2009
levels
Water licences specify limitations
such that take from storages does
not grow. Limitations include stated

Water licences

volumes and/or details of storage
infrastructure authorised for use
under entitlement.
Growth in take by runoff dams under
basic rights is limited by population
growth and area of land used for
grazing. Only a low level of
population growth is predicted for the
Queensland Border Rivers SDL

Authorisations

resource unit (DNRME, 2018a) and

(Water Act s.96)

there is a low risk of population
growth in the Moonie SDL resource
unit (<1% by 2036) (DNRME,
2018b).
The area of land used for grazing is
declining in both SDL resource units
(DNRME, 2018a; DNRME, 2018b).
Growth in take under basic rights
from a watercourse is limited by
population growth and access to a

Take under basic
rights from a
watercourse

Annual actual take
Authorisations

(fixed number based

(Water Act s.96)

on access to a
watercourse).

watercourse. Only a low level of
population growth is predicted for the
Queensland Border Rivers SDL
resource unit (DNRME, 2018a) and
there is a low risk of population
growth in the Moonie SDL resource
unit (<1% by 2036) (DNRME,
2018b).
Limited by availability of suitable land

Net take by
commercial
plantations

Not applicable

Annual actual take

and conditions for establishing
commercial plantations (DNRME,
2018a; DNRME, 2018b).
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Table 20.

Links between the method for determining annual permitted take for groundwater
and the means of ensuring annual permitted take applied over a repeat of historical
climate conditions does not exceed the SDL

Form of take

Class of water access right

Method for determining annual
permitted take

Underground water allocations,
Take from groundwater

water licences, water permits and

Annual permitted take is equal to

the take of groundwater for basic

the SDL volume.

rights.

5.9.2 Calculation of SDL
Queensland has no notified supply or constraint measures that may result in an amendment to the
SDL under section 23B of the Water Act 2007 (Cwlth) (which pertains to the SDL adjustment
mechanism). An SDL adjustment amount may only occur through efficiency measures and will be
dealt with in the calculation of the SDL as per the formula below. The SDL adjustment amount will be
calculated in the same way as any other held environmental water (see chapter 5.6 and Appendix F).
The SDL for each surface water SDL resource unit is calculated using the formula—
BDL
– local reduction amount
SDL

=

– SDL resource unit shared reduction amount
+ SDL adjustment amount

The local reduction amounts and SDL resource unit shared reduction amounts are those identified in
table 21.
Table 21.

Surface water SDL resource unit reduction volumes

SDL resource unit
Queensland Border
Rivers
Moonie

Local reduction

Shared reduction

Total reduction

amount (GL)

amount (GL)

amount (GL)

14

0

14

0

2.062

2.062

The SDL has been met in both the Queensland Border Rivers and Moonie SDL resource units by the
Australian Government recovering sufficient water to close the gap between BDL and SDL. An SDL
adjustment mechanism (which only applies to efficiency measures in Queensland) could still be
implemented, if required. Held environmental water will be accounted for using the method set out in
Appendix F.
The SDL for each groundwater SDL resource unit is the volume set out in column 4 of Schedule 4 of
the Basin Plan.
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5.9.3 Demonstration of the method for each SDL resource unit
Surface water
Tables 22 and 23 set out, for each surface water SDL resource unit, a demonstration of the method for
annual permitted take applied over a repeat of historical climate conditions for that unit.
The demonstration for annual permitted take over the historical climate conditions (1895 to 2009 for
surface water) in tables 22 and 23 is calculated using the methods described in Appendix A. Although
the estimates for floodplain harvesting may be an inaccurate estimate of the BDL due to the short
period of record, high variability in opportunity to take water by floodplain harvesting from year to year
and uncertainties associated with the existing method (e.g. lack of information about the storage
capacity of works and the way in which water is taken), this is currently the best available information
for long-term annual permitted take over historical climate conditions.
Under s.6.04 of the Basin Plan 2012, SDLs take effect on 1 July 2019. This demonstration includes
the held environmental water currently held by the CEWH as of January 2019.
For the surface water SDL resource units (tables 22 and 23), this demonstration illustrates how the
different methods combined will result in meeting the BDL of each SDL resource unit as described in
column 2 of Schedule 3 of the Basin Plan over a repeat of the historical climate conditions. By limiting
take for consumptive use in each SDL resource unit to the BDL, in accordance with these methods,
and accounting for held environmental water consistently with Appendix F, the methods combined will
meet the SDL in each SDL resource unit.
Groundwater
For Queensland’s groundwater resources, the SDL is the permitted take volume. This results in
permitted take meeting the SDL if applied over a repeat of the historical climate conditions because
the method is not variable.
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Table 22.

Queensland Border Rivers (SS24)
Annual permitted take

Form of take

Class of water access right

method applied over a
repeat of historical climate
conditions (GL/year)

Supplemented water allocations
Unsupplemented water
Take from a watercourse
(excluding take under basic
rights)

allocations

50.43
169.51

Water licences

21.59

Water permits

0

Unallocated water

4.50

Overland flow authorities (Water
Take by floodplain harvesting

Act s.101(1)(b) and water plan

50

s.39) and water licences
Overland flow authorities (Water
Take by runoff dams (including

Act s.101(1)(b) and (3) and water

take under basic rights)

plan s.39), water licences and

77

authorisations (Water Act s.96)
Take under basic rights from a
watercourse
Net take by commercial
plantations

Authorisations (Water Act s.96)

3.58

N/A

1

BDL
Modelled take of held environmental water entitlements over the
historical climate conditions as of January 2019
Additional long-term average annual take under held environmental
water entitlements required to meet SDL

378
14.97

Nil
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Table 23.

Moonie (SS25)
Annual permitted take

Form of take

Class of water access right

method applied over a
repeat of historical climate
conditions (GL/year)

Supplemented water allocations
Unsupplemented water
Take from a watercourse
(excluding take under basic
rights)

allocations

0
36.29

Water licences

0.37

Water permits

0

Unallocated water

0.10

Overland flow authorities (Water
Take by floodplain harvesting

Act s.101(1)(b) and water plan

3.83

s.39) and water licences
Overland flow authorities (Water
Take by runoff dams (including

Act s.101(1)(b) and (3) and water

take under basic rights)

plan s.39), water licences and

51

authorisations (Water Act s.96)
Take under basic rights from a
watercourse
Net take by commercial
plantations

Authorisations (Water Act s.96)

0.36

N/A

0

BDL
Modelled take of held environmental water entitlements over the
historical climate conditions as of January 2019
Additional long-term average annual take under held environmental
water entitlements required to meet SDL

92
2.82

Nil
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6 Methods—annual actual take (s.10.15)
Basin Plan section 10.15 Determination of actual take must be specified
1)

A water resource plan must set out how the quantity of water actually taken for consumptive
use by each form of take from each SDL resource unit will be determined after the end of a
water accounting period using the best information available at the time.

2)

For a particular form of take, and subject to the requirement that a determination use the best
information available at the time, a determination may be made by: (a) measuring the quantity
of water actually taken; or (b) estimating the quantity of water actually taken; or (c) a
combination of the above.

3)

Where a determination for a form of take is made by estimating the quantity of water actually
taken, the water resource plan must provide for the estimate to be done consistently with the
method under subsection 10.10(1) that relates to that form of take.

4)

The quantity of water actually taken must: (a) include water that was held environmental water
which was disposed of and then used in the SDL resource unit for consumptive use; and (b)
exclude water sourced from the Great Artesian Basin and released into and taken from a Basin

water resource.
Chapters 6.1 to 6.6 set out how the quantity of water actually taken for consumptive use by each form
of take and water access right is determined. Please see chapters 2 and 3 for the characteristics of
each water access right. All estimates of actual water take are consistent with the method under
subsection 10.10(1) that relates to that form of take.
For the purpose of accounting for annual actual take from the Queensland Border Rivers SDL
resource unit, the quantity of water actually taken for consumptive use by each form of take from the
SDL resource unit is interpreted to only apply to actual take within the Queensland Border Rivers SDL
resource unit. Actual take of water from the New South Wales Border Rivers SDL resource unit in
Queensland is to be reported in accordance with the annual water use information9 provided by New
South Wales.
Chapters 6.7 and 6.8 address the inclusion of held environmental water used for consumptive use,
and water from the Great Artesian Basin released into and taken from a Basin water resource. Annual
actual take is estimated using the following formula. Annual actual take under general authorisations
other than basic rights, overland flow authorities and underground water authorities has not been
estimated, as discussed in chapter 2.7.
annual actual take from a watercourse (excluding take under
basic rights)
+ annual actual take by floodplain harvesting
Annual actual take from
surface water SDL unit

=

+ annual actual take by runoff dams (including take under basic
rights)
+ annual take under basic rights from a watercourse
+ annual actual net take by commercial plantations

9

Where there is an inconsistency between the annual water use information for water taken from the New South Wales Border
Rivers SDL resource unit provided by New South Wales to Queensland and the information provided to the Authority, then it is a
matter for the State of New South Wales to resolve.
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Annual actual take from a groundwater SDL resource unit is calculated using the following formula:

annual actual take under a water allocation
+ annual actual take under a water licence
Annual actual take from
groundwater SDL unit

=

+ annual actual take under underground water authorities
+ annual actual take under water permits
+ annual actual take under basic rights

The methods for determining annual actual take apply in the same manner to each individual SDL
resource unit, unless otherwise described in the relevant method. If the information for a method
improves, the better information will be used, subject to ‘fit for purpose’ considerations such as costs.
Once an entitlement has been granted for unallocated water, actual use will be accounted for in the
appropriate entitlement category.

6.1 Annual actual take from a watercourse (excluding take under
basic rights)
Annual actual take from a watercourse (excluding take under basic rights) is estimated using the
following formula:
annual actual take under supplemented water allocations
+ annual actual take under unsupplemented water allocations (excl.
Annual actual take
from a watercourse

urban)
=

+ annual actual take under water licences (excl. urban)
+ annual actual take under water permits
+ annual actual take of unsupplemented water for urban purposes

6.1.1 Supplemented water allocations
Supplemented water use data are taken from the water infrastructure operator's annual reports, which
are submitted to the department. These data include supplemented urban use. Water taken is based
on meter readings.

6.1.2 Unsupplemented water allocations (excluding urban use)
Water taken is based on meter readings, where available. Water allocations with installed works in the
Border Rivers, Callandoon Creek, Macintyre Brook, Upper Weir River, Lower Weir River and Moonie
water management areas are metered. Water allocations in the Stanthorpe Water Management Area
which were converted from water licences in 2008 are also metered. Meters are self-read at the end of
the water year. A meter reading notice is sent to each client with metered works at the end of June.
The majority of responses are received by the end of August. Penalties apply for failure to provide a
meter reading on request (Water Regulation 2016, s.113).
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Water taken under the authority of unmetered entitlements (i.e. water allocations in the Stanthorpe
Water Management Area converted from water licences in 2019) is taken to be the annual permitted
take (as determined under chapter 5.1.2), until such time as take is metered and meter readings
become available.

6.1.3 Water licences (excluding urban use)
Water taken is based on meter readings, where available.
If meter readings are not available, the annual actual take is determined as follows:
a) Annual actual take under the authority of a water licence with a nominal entitlement—
the volume specified on the licence.
b) Annual actual take under water licences which specify a maximum area that may be
irrigated—
the area stated on any active entitlements multiplied by the following volumes:


wet year – 7 ML



average year – 8 ML



dry year – 9 ML

See Appendix D for full details.
c) Annual actual take under other types of water licence—
the volume estimated based on opportunity, taking into consideration flows and capacity of
works linked to the licence, and water use assessments.

6.1.4 Water permits
The annual actual take under the authority of water permits is estimated to be the volume specified on
the permit unless, in the relevant water accounting period, there is better information about the water
actually taken under the permit, in which case that better information will be used.

6.1.5 Unsupplemented water entitlements for urban purposes
Unsupplemented water for urban purposes may be taken under the authority of a water licence with a
nominal entitlement or an unsupplemented water allocation. Urban water use data are provided to the
department through SWIM (Statewide Water Information Management: www.swim.qldwater.com.au).
SWIM collects urban water use information directly from local governments.

6.2 Annual actual take by floodplain harvesting
In Queensland, floodplain harvesting is defined as overland flow, which is limited by the water plan
provisions (see chapter 2.7.1). These provisions prevent an increase in overland flow take for uses
other than those permitted under s.39 of the water plan. For the purposes of reporting under the Basin
Plan, Queensland defines floodplain harvesting as take of water which has broken out of the
watercourse or fallen on the floodplain and which is taken for any purpose other than stock or
domestic. In the Border Rivers and Moonie catchments, the relevant floodplains are:


Border Rivers: floodplains associated with the Dumaresq River downstream of its junction with
Macintyre Brook, the Macintyre River, Callandoon Creek, the Barwon River, the Upper Weir
River and the Lower Weir River
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Moonie: Moonie River floodplain downstream of Flinton.

Annual actual take by floodplain harvesting is determined by estimating the quantity of water taken by
existing overland flow works in the water accounting period, having regard to the storage capacity of
those works, rainfall and flow data, and surveyed information from owners of the overland flow works
relating to the water collected by those works. Where available, satellite imagery is used to support the
estimation. In most cases, water taken from the watercourse under a water allocation is stored
conjunctively with the overland flow water. Take by floodplain harvesting is calculated as opportunity
(based on rainfall on the floodplain and/or overbank flows) capped at storage capacity less storage
volume at start of event less take under a water allocation during the event.
As improved measuring is implemented through the Rural Water Management Program, take by
floodplain harvesting under metered licences will be calculated using a property water balance:
change in volume (correlated with the measured change in storage level) less metered take from the
watercourse under a water allocation. Information from property owners will be used to account for
changes in storage level due to contemporaneous irrigation and re-use of tailwater.

6.3 Annual actual take by runoff dams (including take under basic
rights)
In Queensland, take by runoff dams is defined as overland flow, which is limited by the water plan
provisions (see chapter 2.7.1). These provisions prevent an increase in overland flow take for uses
other than those permitted under s.39 of the water plan (or authorised under s.101 of the Water Act
2000 (Qld)). For the purposes of reporting under the Basin Plan, Queensland defines take by runoff
dams as take for stock or domestic purposes by dams located on a floodplain and take for any
purpose by dams not located on a floodplain.
Growth in take by runoff dams for stock and domestic use is expected to be related to population
growth and/or an increase in stock numbers. A low level of population growth is predicted and demand
for stock watering is unlikely to increase in the Queensland Border Rivers SDL resource unit due to no
significant change (a slight reduction) in the area of land used for grazing (DNRME, 2018a).
In the Moonie SDL resource unit, there is a low risk of significant population growth and demand for
stock watering is likely to have fallen due to a reduction in the area of land used for grazing (DNRME,
2018b).
Annual actual take by runoff dams (including take under basic rights) is estimated as the long-term
annual average take of water from runoff dams (as identified in chapter 4.2.2), i.e. 77 GL per water
year for the Queensland Border Rivers SDL resource unit and 51 GL per water year for the Moonie
SDL resource unit. Growth in take of contaminated agricultural runoff is not considered significant so is
assumed to be included in the current estimate of BDL for runoff dams.
Queensland will undertake a risk assessment on a ten-yearly basis to determine whether a detailed
assessment of growth in take by runoff dams is required. The detailed assessment could, for example,
assess growth in farm dams using aerial photos or LIDAR.
Queensland will undertake an assessment on a five-yearly basis to determine whether there has been
growth in take of contaminated agricultural runoff. The assessment will include a review of records
required to be kept under s.88 of the water plan.
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6.4 Annual actual take under basic rights from a watercourse
Actual take under basic rights from a watercourse is estimated using the method described in
Appendix E. Basic rights from watercourses are largely only taken from permanent waterholes. In such
waterholes, there is little change in water availability from year to year; therefore the method assumes
that the water availability does not vary. Take under basic rights from a watercourse is limited by
access to the watercourse and is restricted to landholders with riparian land or licensed stock and/or
domestic take. Growth in take could occur with subdivision and sale of lots but is low risk in the Water
Resource Plan area due to the predicted low population growth as noted under chapter 6.3.

6.5 Annual actual net take by commercial plantations
For Queensland, commercial plantations are not considered to represent a high risk of growth in take.
In the Border Rivers SDL resource unit, land suitable for plantations is limited and existing plantations
are typically situated in the upper reaches and away from floodplains (DNRME 2018a). No land
suitable for commercial plantations has been identified in the Moonie SDL resource unit (DNRME
2018b). Annual actual take by commercial plantations is estimated as the long-term annual average
net take of water by commercial plantations (as identified in chapter 4.2.2), i.e. 1 GL per water year for
the Queensland Border Rivers SDL resource unit and 0 GL per water year for the Moonie SDL
resource unit.
Queensland will undertake a risk assessment on a ten-yearly basis to determine whether a detailed
assessment of growth in take is required.

6.6 Annual actual take from groundwater
6.6.1 Water allocations
Water taken is based on meter readings. Meters are self-read at the end of the water year. A meter
reading notice is sent to each client with metered works at the end of June. The majority of responses
are received by the end of August. Penalties apply for failure to provide a meter reading on request
(Water Regulation 2016, s.113).

6.6.2 Underground water licences
Metered underground water licences
For underground water licences in the Border Rivers Alluvium (shallow sub-unit), which are
transitioning to metered entitlements, the annual actual water taken is based on nominal entitlement
volume until meters are installed and meter readings, once they become available.
Meters are self-read at the end of the water year. A meter reading notice is sent to each client with
metered works at the end of June. The majority of responses are received by the end of August.
Penalties apply for failure to provide a meter reading on request (Water Regulation 2016, s.113).
Unmetered underground water licences
Water taken under the authority of unmetered entitlements is either taken to be the sum of nominal
entitlements stated on water licences or an estimate based on the following method for estimating take
under unmetered entitlements. The group of underground water licences subject to the estimation
method will vary over time due to changes in information. For this method, an estimation of the level of
utilisation of entitlements is made having regard to—


the level of water use in adjacent metered management areas
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comparison of cropping and land use practices between metered and adjacent unmetered
management areas



analysis of hydrologic data



any relevant survey of water users.

Where, after consideration of the items mentioned above, there is doubt about the result of the
estimation, the sum of nominal entitlements stated on underground water licences will be taken to be
the annual actual take.

6.6.3 Water permits
The annual actual take under the authority of water permits is estimated to be the volume specified on
the permit unless, in the relevant water accounting period, there is better information about the water
actually taken under the permit, in which case that better information will be used.

6.6.4 Underground water authorities
Increase in take of underground water through underground water authorities is prevented by
s.40(1)(d) of the water plan, which limits take of underground water under these authorities to take
through existing works.
For the Stanthorpe Water Management Area, where shallow groundwater is declared under the Water
Act 2000 (Qld) to be overland flow water, annual actual take under underground water authorities is
taken to be the long-term annual average volume estimated in the WSP Parsons Brinkerhoff (2018)
report. Although the take of underground water authorities in the Stanthorpe Water Management Area
is managed as overland flow water under Queensland legislation, actual take is accounted against
the Queensland Border Rivers Fractured Rock SDL resource unit. See Appendix G for more details on
the method for estimating long-term annual average take from the Queensland Border Rivers
Fractured Rock SDL resource unit.

6.6.5 Basic rights from underground water
Take of basic rights from underground water is estimated as the volume permitted to be taken as per
chapter 4.2.2 (see also Appendix E). This does not specifically consider water use on an annual basis,
due to a lack of information. Increase in take under basic rights from underground water in the Border
Rivers Alluvium and Border Rivers Fractured Rock is prevented in urban areas by s.41 of the water
plan, which limits stock and domestic take in reticulated areas to existing works.

6.6.6 Unallocated underground water
The water plan has set aside volumes of water to be made available for consumptive use. The
unallocated underground water is new and is additional to the Basin Plan 2012 BDL (whilst still
remaining within SDL). The unallocated water has been identified separately in table 18. Once the
entitlement has been granted (either as a water allocation or water licence), actual use will be
accounted for in the appropriate entitlement category.

6.7 Held environmental water used for consumption
The Commonwealth Environmental Water Holder (CEWH) is the only holder of environmental water in
the Queensland Border Rivers-Moonie Water Resource Plan area. The held environmental water
consists of supplemented and unsupplemented entitlements. To date, no held environmental water
has been used for consumptive purposes. However if this does occur, the actual take associated with
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those entitlements will be determined using the relevant method for the class of entitlement as
described in chapter 6.

6.8 Water from the Great Artesian Basin released into and taken from
a Basin water resource
No water from the Great Artesian Basin is released into Basin water resources in the Water Resource
Plan area, and then subsequently taken from that resource for consumptive use. The requirement in
section 10.15(4)(b) of the Basin Plan does not apply.
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Appendix A: Estimation of Baseline Diversion Limit for Queensland Border Rivers and Moonie
SDL resource units
Table 24.

Queensland Border Rivers (SS24)
Original estimate

Form of take

Class of water access right

of BDL (Basin
Plan 2012) (GL)

Revised estimate
of BDL (GL)

Supporting information

Revised estimate is based on full entitlement

Water allocations and

224.44

unallocated water

modelling over the Basin Plan simulation period
using the eWater Source computer program10.
Revised estimate is based on:
•

for water licences which state a
nominal entitlement – the nominal
entitlement;

(excluding take under basic

•

232.23

Take from a watercourse

for water licences which specify a
maximum area that may be irrigated

Water licences

21.59

- the method for determining long-

rights)

term annual average take described
in Appendix D;
•

for other water licences – the
average reported take over the
period of record (2010/11 to
2017/18).

Water permits are short term authorities to take
Water permits

0

0

or interfere with water, and are granted for an
activity with a reasonably foreseeable

10

DES, 2018a; DES, 2018b. See Appendix H for direct comparison of modelled results with this report.
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Original estimate
Form of take

Class of water access right

of BDL (Basin
Plan 2012) (GL)

Revised estimate
of BDL (GL)

Supporting information

conclusion date. Consequently, the long-term
annual average take under the authority of water
permits is taken to be zero.
Revised estimate is based on average annual
take over the period of record (2009/10 to
2017/18) determined using the method
described in chapter 6.2. It is recognised that
this may be an inaccurate estimate of the BDL

Take by floodplain harvesting

Overland flow authorities

due to the short period of record, high variability

(Water Act s.101(1)(b) and

in opportunity to take water by floodplain

water plan s.39) and water

9.87

50

harvesting from year to year and uncertainties

licences (footnote on number as

associated with the existing method (e.g. lack of

originally determined by IQQM)

information about the storage capacity of works
and the way in which water is taken); however,
this is currently the best available information. A
process is underway to improve the
measurement of take of overland flow on the
Border Rivers floodplain.
242

Total

296

Overland flow authorities

The best method available for estimating long-

Take by runoff dams

(Water Act s.101(1)(b) and (3)

(including take under basic

and water plan s.39), water

rights)

licences and authorisations

Authority using results from the Sustainable

(Water Act s.96)

Yields Project. See chapter 4.2.2 - take by runoff

term annual average take by runoff dams is the
77

77

BDL for farm dam capacity as estimated by the
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Original estimate
Form of take

Class of water access right

of BDL (Basin
Plan 2012) (GL)

Revised estimate
of BDL (GL)

Supporting information

dams (including take under basic rights) for
more details.
Take under basic rights from
a watercourse

Authorisations (Water Act s.96)

Not estimated

3.58

Estimated using the method described in
Appendix E.
In the absence of any new data on interception
by commercial plantations in the QMDB, the

Net take by commercial
plantations

long-term annual average net take of water by
N/A

1

1

commercial plantations under the level of
development that existed on 30 June 2009 as
estimated by the Authority is considered the best
available information.

BDL

320

378
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Table 25.

Moonie (SS25)
Original estimate

Form of take

Class of water access right

of BDL (Basin
Plan 2012) (GL)

Revised estimate
of BDL (GL)

Revised estimate is based on full entitlement

Water allocations and

36.39

unallocated water

Water licences

modelling over the Basin Plan simulation period
using the eWater Source computer program11.

28.81
Take from a watercourse

Supporting information

0.37

(excluding take under basic

Revised estimate is based on the nominal
entitlement stated on the water licence.
Water permits are short term authorities to take

rights)

or interfere with water, and are granted for an
Water permits

0

0

activity with a reasonably foreseeable
conclusion date. Consequently, the long-term
annual average take under the authority of water
permits is taken to be zero.
Revised estimate is based on annual average
take over the period of record (2004/05 to
2017/18) determined using the method
described in chapter 6.2. It is recognised that

Overland flow authorities
Take by floodplain harvesting

(Water Act s.101(1)(b) and
water plan s.39) and water
licences

this may be an inaccurate estimate of the BDL
4.39

3.83

due to the short period of record, high variability
in opportunity to take water by floodplain
harvesting from year to year and uncertainties
associated with the existing method (e.g. lack of
information about the storage capacity of works
and the way in which water is taken); however,

11

DES, 2019
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Original estimate
Form of take

Class of water access right

of BDL (Basin
Plan 2012) (GL)

Revised estimate
of BDL (GL)

Supporting information

this is currently the best available information. A
process is underway to improve the
measurement of take of overland flow on the
Moonie floodplain.
33

Total

41
The best method available for estimating long-

Overland flow authorities

term annual average take by runoff dams is the

Take by runoff dams

(Water Act s.101(1)(b) and (3)

BDL for farm dam capacity as estimated by the

(including take under basic

and water plan s.39), water

rights)

licences and authorisations

Yields Project. See chapter 4.2.2 - take by runoff

(Water Act s.96)

dams (including take under basic rights) for

51

51

Authority using results from the Sustainable

more details.
Take under basic rights from
a watercourse

Authorisations (Water Act s.96)

Not estimated

0.36

Estimated using the method described in
Appendix E.
In the absence of any new data on interception
by commercial plantations in the QMDB, the

Net take by commercial
plantations

long-term annual average net take of water by
N/A

0

0

commercial plantations under the level of
development that existed on 30 June 2009 as
estimated by the Authority is considered the best
available information.

BDL

84

92
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Appendix B: General authorisations in the QMDB under Queensland legislation
Authorising

Section

Authorised entity

Water source

Purpose

93

a person

any

a public purpose in an emergency

Circumstances

legislation
Water Act
2000
Water Act

situation
93

a person

any

fighting a fire

93

a person

any

undertaking routine testing of

2000
Water Act
2000
Water Act

firefighting equipment
93

a person

2000
Water Act

93

a person

95

96

An Aboriginal party or

2000

12

watering travelling stock

any

traditional activities or cultural purposes

in the area of the State for which the

Torres Strait Islander

person is an Aboriginal or Torres Strait

party

Islander party

an owner of land

2000
Water Act

watercourse, lake or
spring

2000

Water Act

camping purposes

spring

2000
Water Act

watercourse, lake or

water collected in a

stock or domestic purposes12

dam
96

owner of land adjoining a

the adjoining

watercourse, lake or

watercourse, lake or

spring

spring

stock or domestic purposes

Domestic purposes, for taking water (Act s.6), means taking water for the following—
(a) household purposes;
(b) watering of animals kept as pets;
(c) watering a garden, not exceeding 0.5 ha. In the Queensland Border Rivers-Moonie Water Resource Plan area, the area which may be watered is limited to 0.25 ha and 2 ML by the Water Plan
(s.33).
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Authorising

Section

Authorised entity

Water source

Purpose

Circumstances

97

a person

overland flow water

to satisfy the requirements of an

where the impacts of the take were

environmental authority or a

assessed as part of a grant of an

development permit for carrying out an

environmental authority or development

environmentally relevant activity, other

permit and the environmental authority

than a mining or petroleum activity,
under the Environmental Protection Act

or development permit was granted with

legislation
Water Act
2000

a condition about the take of water

1994, schedule 4
Water Act

99

2000
Water Act

a constructing authority13

any

to operate public showers or toilets

any

to construct or maintain infrastructure

or water service provider
99

a constructing authority



2000
Water
Regulation

the construction or maintenance
is lawful

23 & 24

2016



DNRME is notified of details of
the proposed take



the constructing authority
records details of the actual
take



where there is a flow in the
watercourse - take of water
stops if take causes the flow
immediately downstream of the
point of take to cease

13

constructing authority means—
(a) the State; or
(b) a local government; or
(c) a person authorised by an Act to take land for any purpose.
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Authorising

Section

Authorised entity

Water source

Purpose

Circumstances

legislation


where take is from a waterhole
or lake (no flow occurring) - take
does not reduce the depth to
the greater of:

o

less than 0.5 m depth; or

o

less than 75% of its full supply
level

Water Act

Water Act

any, excluding the

1 washing, for processing or packing,

the total volume that may be taken is

2000

s.101(1)(a

area a water supply

produce from a single farming

limited to 2 ML/year and to take through

), Water

scheme applies to

enterprise

existing works

Water
Regulation
2016
Water Plan
(Border
Rivers and
Moonie)
2019

Regulation
s.25 and

a person

2 operating a dairy

Schedule

3 washing down equipment, plant or

3

vehicles—

WP s.38

(a) in accordance with best practice to
prevent the spread of weed seeds; or
(b) for safety purposes; or
(c) used for private purposes
4 washing down a place used to house
domestic animals kept as pets,
including enclosures at a shelter for
animals operated by a charitable
organisation
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Authorising

Section

Authorised entity

Water source

Purpose

Circumstances

legislation
5 filling spray units used to apply
herbicides or pesticides
6 using stock dips and spray races for
controlling parasites on livestock
7 supplying water for temporary camps,
or living quarters, for staff, for example,
for operating toilets, showers, kitchens
or laundries—
(a) on or for a farm; or
(b) that is incidental activity for an
authority to prospect administered
under the Petroleum and Gas
(Production and Safety) Act 2004; or
(c) as part of exercising entitlements
under an exploration permit issued
under the Mineral Resources Act 1989
8 supplying non-potable water to
premises used solely for education or
training purposes—
(a) including for use in a building; but
(b) not including irrigating land with an
area of more than 0.5ha
9 managing a public recreation area—
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Authorising

Section

Authorised entity

Water source

Purpose

Circumstances

legislation
(a) including operating public toilets and
showers; but
(b) not including irrigating land with an
area of more than 0.5ha
10 constructing works, infrastructure or
plant—
(a) on or for a farm; or
(b) that is an incidental activity for an
authority to prospect, petroleum lease,
pipeline licence or petroleum facility
licence granted under the Petroleum
and Gas (Production and Safety) Act
2004; or
(c) that are temporary and reasonably
necessary for, or incidental to, carrying
on mining under a mining lease granted
under the Mineral Resources Act 1989
11 constructing, but not maintaining,
roads within—
(a) a farm; or
(b) the area of a mineral development
licence, or mining lease, granted under
the Mineral Resources Act 1989; or
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Authorising

Section

Authorised entity

Water source

Purpose

Circumstances

legislation
(c) the area of an authority to prospect,
petroleum lease, pipeline licence or
petroleum facility licence granted under
the Petroleum and Gas (Production and
Safety)Act 2004
12 constructing or maintaining
infrastructure approved under a
resource operations licence or
distribution operations licence
13 the following activities in relation to
pumps, wells or bores—
(a) constructing or drilling (including site
establishment and rehabilitation and
drill bit lubrication);
(b) proving supply;
(c) testing water quality;
(d) flushing out
14 rehabilitating riparian land
Water Act

Water Act

2000

s.101(1)(b
) and (3)

a person

overland flow water

contaminated agricultural run-off

to the extent the taking is necessary to
comply with an obligation on the person
under the Environmental Protection Act
1994
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Appendix C: Map of subcatchments for s.71 reporting
purposes
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Appendix D: Estimation of take under area-based water
licences
There are 43 licences in the Border Rivers catchment which state a maximum area that may be
irrigated. These have not been converted to water allocations due to insufficient information being
available with regards to opportunity to take water and historical use.
1. Long-term average annual take:
The long-term average take was estimated by multiplying the long-term average irrigation requirement
(ML/ha) of the dominant crop type grown in the region by the area stated on the licence. Satellite
imagery was utilised to identify sleeper licences, defined as parcels of land on which licences are
located with no visible signs of irrigation. This ensured the estimation of take was not significantly
overestimated. The dominant irrigated crop grown in the Border Rivers is cotton.
The long-term average irrigation requirement for cotton was estimated using a daily soil water balance
crop model over a simulation period of approximately 100 years. The irrigation requirement was
defined as the crop watering requirement less the effective rainfall during the total growing period of
the crop. Effective rainfall was defined as rainfall that was not lost to deep drainage beyond the root
zone or runoff.
Irrigation is required when rainfall is insufficient to compensate for the water lost by
evapotranspiration. By simulating the soil water balance of the root zone, the timing and depth of the
irrigations could be triggered by setting an allowable soil water deficit. The total irrigation applied over
an annual basis could then be computed.
A simulation was conducted using climatic data from SILO, an enhanced climatic database
maintained by the Department of Environment and Science. Climatic data from the Goondiwindi
airport (041521) was used for the Border Rivers licences. Soil data were sourced from a departmental
senior soil scientist. The soil profile utilised was a grey vertosol typical of the Goondiwindi area for the
Border Rivers licences.
The results are provided in table 1.
2. Annual actual take
The annual actual take under licences which state an area will be computed by multiplying the
irrigation requirement (ML/ha) that corresponds to the rainfall in that year at the Goondiwindi airport
(041521) by the area stated on any active licence. The irrigation requirement is inversely proportional
to rainfall, i.e. more rainfall over the growing period, less irrigation required. The decision matrix for
calculating the annual actual take under active area licences is provided below in table 1.
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Table 1 – Irrigation Requirement for Cotton in the Border Rivers
Goondiwindi (Border Rivers)

Statistics

Average
25th
percentile

Decision Matrix

Irrigation

Rainfall @

Actual

Annual actual take

requirement

Goondiwind

annual

rate adopted for

(ML/ha)

i (mm)

rainfall (mm)

reporting (ML/ha)

8.4

588

7.1

470

<470

9

8.4

585

471 - 679

8

9.5

678

>680

7

Long-term
average
take rate
(ML/ha)

8

50th
percentile
75th
percentile

Annual Irrigation Requirement Vs Rainfall over Simulation
Period (mm)
COTTON @ GOONDIWINDI
Irrigation Requirement / Rainfall
(mm)

1400
7ML/ha

8ML/ha

Rainfall

9ML/ha

1200
1000
Irrigation
Requirem
ent (mm)

800
600
680mm

400

588mm

Linear
(Irrigation
Requirem
ent (mm))

470mm

200
0
0

20

40

60

80

100

120

Years
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Appendix E: Method for estimating take under basic rights
Introduction
This method was developed specifically to estimate take from watercourses and underground water
under basic rights for the Basin Plan. Results are shown in table 1.
Take of water for stock and domestic use is primarily driven by how much water the household or
livestock requires, not the source of that water.
This method considers four possible configurations of stock and domestic supplies:
1. runoff dam only
2. underground water and runoff dam
3. watercourse and runoff dam
4. underground water, runoff dam and watercourse
Currently, Queensland has a method for determining take by runoff dams, including take under basic
rights (see 4.2.2: Take by runoff dams). This method, therefore, only considers runoff dam take for the
purposes of exclusion to avoid double accounting.

Method
Step One: Determining the stock water demand per ha
The stocking rate of the catchment is determined using the latest stock figures from the agricultural
commodities data available from the Australian Bureau of Statistics. The water demand per head of
cattle is based on established estimates of consumption and is taken to be 46 L per head per day
(0.017 ML per year).


determine stock numbers per hectare (ha) 14



average annual usage per stock head per year = 0.017 ML 15



determine average volume of water required for stock per ha
o

stock number x 0.017 ML / Area (ha) = Stock water demand (ML/ha).

Step Two: Determining the domestic water demand per ha
Due to the adopted method for assigning use based on property area (see step three) it was
necessary to determine domestic demand based on a reasonable estimate of population accessing
domestic supplies from watercourse and groundwater sources. The total population of the water plan
area was estimated using census data. Large population centres were excluded (e.g. Goondiwindi) as
they generally have access to the reticulated supply network.

14

Data: Australian Bureau of Statistics - AGRICULTURAL COMMODITIES, TERRITORY AND NRM REGION–Australian
Capital Territory–2016-17 <http://www.abs.gov.au/AUSSTATS/abs@.nsf/Lookup/7121.0Main+Features1201617?OpenDocument>
15 This is average annual consumption, equivalent to 46 L/day, taken from Farm Water design manuals (Horton & Jobling,
1984). It is demand per stock per head from all sources. It is partly met from overland flow harvesting by runoff dams under
basic rights, partly from water pumped from watercourses and partly from groundwater sources (both Great Artesian Basin and
Water Plan aquifers).
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Average annual use per person was determined to be 0.065 ML for domestic use and approximately
0.8 ML for garden use, assuming an average dwelling occupancy of 2.5 people.


population numbers and catchment breakdown from water plan socio-economic
reports (DNRME, 2018a, DNRME, 2018b)



average annual usage per capita per year = 0.065 ML16



average garden use per person 0.8 ML



total domestic use per person 0.865 ML



population x 0.865 / Area (ha) = Domestic water demand (ML/ha).

Step Three: Determine the split of usage in the catchment
The most effective way to determine water use was to determine the area of properties that had
access to each type (or combination) of water resource. Estate (e.g. national parks) were excluded
from this process. Water plan scale demand can then be calculated using the area-based demands
calculated in step two. For the purposes of this method, properties that only access runoff dam water
were excluded.
A: Determining the underground water use area (ha)


determine the area of properties (ha) with only access to underground water 17



area (underground water)

B: Determining the surface water use watercourse area (ha)


determine the area of riparian properties (ha) with only surface water access.



riparian land is defined as land adjoining the major watercourses in the catchment. This
excludes minor tributaries and most creeks18



generally water is only accessible from waterholes within the watercourse; therefore, it is
assumed reliable riparian water is only accessible from these waterholes 19



area (surface water).

C: Combined underground & surface water use area (ha)


determine the area of riparian properties (ha) with combined surface water access,
groundwater & runoff dam use



area (surface water & underground water).

Note: these steps are essentially undertaken as one geospatial process.

16

Average annual consumption, equivalent to 178 L/day, taken from Farm Water design manuals (Horton & Jobling, 1984); the
Water Plan sets a limit on garden use at 2 ML/year and this has been adopted as a conservative estimate in the absence of
other information.
17 Data: stock and domestic bores derived from data within the Groundwater Database – methodology for determining stock
and domestic bores adapted from OGIA methodology (OGIA, 2016).
18 Data: DNRME watercourse identification map dataset.
19 Data: DNRME/DES waterhole mapping.
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Step Four: Calculating take
A: Calculate domestic take for each of the step three areas for surface water and underground
water
For those properties (ha) that access both underground and surface water, it is assumed that
domestic take is sourced from underground water due to the generally superior water quality and
reliability of underground water. There are some properties that only have access to surface water.
Parsons Brinkerhoff (2011) offers analysis that stock and domestic water is generally sourced from
the most reliable and highest quality water first, which would suggest that underground water and
watercourse water would be favoured over runoff dam water (also see Qld Health, 2015).


Domestic Surface Water Use (1) = area (surface water) x domestic water demand



Domestic Underground Water Use (2) = (area (underground water) + area (surface &
underground water)) x domestic water demand

B: Calculate stock take for each of the step three areas for surface water and underground
water
Assuming reliable stock water from surface water is only available in years of average or above
average rainfall, any shortfall of stock water requirements in dry years will be supplied with
underground water. This will give a split based on available surface water and underground water
usage to meet total demands and it would be reasonable to assume that a split ratio of 50/50 be used
to divide the take, as found in Parsons Brinckerhoff (2011).
Similarly, the use of runoff dams to supplement more reliable sources of water such as underground
water or watercourse water would be reasonable. Parsons Brinckerhoff (2011) does not provide a
detailed breakdown of use between different sources of surface water for properties that do not
access groundwater. However, Parsons Brinckerhoff (2011) did identify that most properties sourced
between 50% and 75% of their water from groundwater. SKM (2012) also identifies demand from
runoff dams to be uncertain and in need of further investigation. Based on the available information, a
reasonable proportion of surface water use for most properties would be 0.25 from runoff dam use in
the case of properties with two sources, and 0.125 (or 25% of surface water) when both watercourse
and underground water are also available.
o

Determine stock water use in areas with only surface water access:


Stock Surface Water Use (3) = area (surface water) x stock water demand X
0.75


o

Assumes 0.75 watercourse use and 0.25 runoff dam use

Determine stock water use in areas with both surface and ground water access:


Proportionate Stock Underground Water Use (4) = area (surface water &
underground water) x stock water demand X 0.5



Proportionate Surface Water Use (5) = area surface water and underground
water X stock water demand x 0.375


Assumes 0.5 underground water use, 0.375 watercourse use and
0.125 runoff dam use.

o

Determine stock water use in areas with only underground water access
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Stock Underground Water Use (6) = Area (underground water) X stock water
demand x 0.75


Assumes 0.75 underground water use and 0.25 runoff dam use

Step Five: Bring it together


Basic rights underground water

Domestic Underground Water Use (2) + Proportionate Stock Underground Water Use (4) + Stock
Underground Water Use (6) = underground water taken under basic rights



Basic rights watercourse water

Domestic Surface Water Use (1) + Stock Surface Water Use (3) + Proportionate Surface Water Use (5) =
watercourse water taken under basic rights

Step Six: Groundwater SDL Unit attribution.
Groundwater SDL Resource Distribution:
As demand is calculated based on surface water units under this method, an additional step is
required to assign this use to the correct groundwater SDL unit. The following process has been
adopted, which assumes that take occurs from each SDL unit in proportion to the number of bores
located in the SDL unit.
Basic take underground water rights for an SDL unit = Underground water taken under basic rights
(Catchment) x proportion of basic right bores in SDL resource unit
Table 1: Take under basic rights in the Border Rivers-Moonie Water Resource Plan area
SDL Resource Unit

Basic rights take
(GL/year)

Queensland Border Rivers (SS24)

3.58

Moonie (SS25)

0.36

Queensland Border Rivers Alluvium (GS54)

1.09

Queensland Border Rivers Fractured Rock
(GS55)
Sediments above the Great Artesian Basin:
Border Rivers-Moonie (GS57)
St George Alluvium: Moonie (GS62)

0.98

0.27
0.02
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Appendix F: Methodology for accounting for environmental
water
Adjusting annual permitted take to exclude diversions for
environmental entitlements and uses
Purpose
This paper describes Queensland’s method for adjusting the annual permitted take to exclude
environmental water.

Background
The Basin Plan [s.10.12(3)] requires that the disposal and acquisition of held environmental water be
accounted for separately.
In Queensland, water resource planning incorporates provisions for sharing water between human
consumptive needs and the environment. Consequently, held environmental water is restricted to
water allocations gifted by the Queensland Government to the Commonwealth of Australia (the
Commonwealth) from unallocated water in the water resource plan area or recovered by the
Commonwealth from water entitlement holders. This includes water entitlements transferred to the
Commonwealth as the result of water savings made under the Healthy HeadWaters Program.
Environmental entitlements may be for supplemented water (a water supply where the reliability is
enhanced by releases of stored water from infrastructure) or unsupplemented water (a water supply
where the reliability is not enhanced by the operation of water storage infrastructure). Entitlements for
unsupplemented water include water licences to take overland flow and unsupplemented water
allocations.
The Commonwealth is not obligated to use environmental water holdings for environmental purposes
under the Water Act 2007. Under the Basin Plan trade rules, the Commonwealth must be able to
trade its water holdings under the same conditions as any other entitlement holder.
Annual permitted take excluding environmental water
Queensland will determine the annual permitted take excluding environmental water using the
following formula:
annual target under BDL
Annual permitted
take

=

– annual expression of environmental water recovered
– annual expression of efficiency measures

This formula establishes the volume remaining to be taken for consumptive use. Queensland will
estimate the annual expression of environmental water recovered as the volume of water available
under held environmental water (HEW) entitlements and the water sharing rules of the relevant water
management protocols and operations manuals for the water year. For surface water, this will be
estimated using the relevant eWater Source computer program.20
20

The relevant BDL model for the catchment will be used. This model calculates the long-term
diversions of all entitlements, including held environmental water, for a defined period of simulation.
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In the demonstration of how the methods used result in meeting the SDL for each SDL resource unit
[as required under Basin Plan s.10.10(4)], the annual expression of HEW entitlements is included in
the BDL for the resource unit, but then identified separately and deducted from BDL to achieve SDL.

Adjustment for temporary trade between consumptive and
environmental pools
Temporary trades (seasonal assignments) of consumptive water to HEW holders will be accounted
for as follows:
1. the volume of supplemented water entitled to be taken under HEW through temporary trade
will be the total volume of supplemented water that is seasonally assigned (that is, the volume
of water shown on the seasonal water assignment notice).
2. the volume of unsupplemented surface water entitled to be taken under HEW entitlements
through temporary trade will be:
a. estimated using the relevant eWater Source computer program where the take of
water being seasonally assigned is subject to flow conditions
b. the total volume of unsupplemented water that is seasonally assigned, where the take
of water being seasonally assigned is not subject to flow conditions.
Temporary trades of HEW entitlements for consumptive use will be estimated using the relevant
eWater Source computer program or the volume of water traded, as appropriate. The HEW holder will
need to provide details to the Department of Natural Resources, Mines and Energy (DNRME) of the
water entitlements and volumes involved.
A register of HEW entitlements has already been developed for internal departmental use. A
communication/reporting protocol will need to be developed with the HEW holder to identify any
environmental entitlements which have been used for non-environmental purposes and vice versa in
the water year.
The volumes of water temporarily traded into and out of the environmental pool will be reported
individually for each SDL resource unit in the section 71 report.

Adjustment for permanent trade between consumptive and
environmental pools
Permanent trade of entitlements into or out of the environmental pool will change the volume of water
available under HEW entitlements. The annual expression of environmental water recovered will
therefore be adjusted accordingly.

Held environmental water entitlements will be represented separately in the eWater Source computer
program and it will be assumed that they are fully utilised under the conditions on the allocation.
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Appendix G: Methodology for determining long-term annual
average take from the Queensland Border Rivers Fractured
Rock SDL resource unit
Purpose
This appendix describes Queensland’s method for determining the long-term annual average volume
taken from the Queensland Border Rivers Fractured Rock SDL resource unit.

Background
Under the Water Act 2000 (Qld) section 1006A, the water plan (s.7) declares that underground water
to a depth of 6 metres below the surface in the Granite Belt underground water sub-area is overland
flow water.
There is no reliable information on the take of water from the Border Rivers Fractured Rock. The
majority of the water taken from the SDL resource unit is taken from within the Granite Belt
underground water sub-area, within which water is taken under general authorisation given in the
water plan (s.40).
Two consultancies have provided information on the volume of water extracted from the Border
Rivers Fractured Rock. The first (Parsons Brinckerhoff, 2011) estimated volumes taken from
groundwater under basic rights across the whole area. The second (WSP Parsons Brinckerhoff,
2018) estimated the long-term annual average take of groundwater (both shallow and deep) from
within the Granite Belt underground water sub-area only.
More recently the take under basic rights has been updated to reflect a whole of catchment
requirement across all water sources. See method for estimating take under basic rights (Appendix
E).

Method
A long-term annual average take volume for the Border Rivers Fractured Rock can be arrived at
based on the results of the consultancies and the pool of existing water entitlements (outside the
Granite Belt underground water sub-area) and Appendix E.
Step 1 – volume taken from within the Granite Belt underground water sub-area
The WSP Parsons Brinckerhoff (2018) report defines the total long-term average annual volume of
extraction from the Border Rivers Fractured Rock within the Granite Belt underground water sub-area
as being 8670 ML. Of this, 1584 ML was determined to be taken for basic rights, and 7086 ML for
other purposes. The WSP Parsons Brinckerhoff (2018) report shows 6224 ML of this take was from
shallow groundwater and 862 ML from the ‘deeper’ fractured rock in the Granite Belt underground
water sub-area.
Step 2 – volume taken from entire Border Rivers Fractured Rock – basic rights
The methodology outlined in Appendix E estimates the take of water for basic rights from groundwater
sources in the whole Border Rivers Fractured Rock area to be 980 ML. Using this method (which also
considers the volume taken from watercourse and overland flow sources) limits the possibility of
double accounting occurring.
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Step 3 – volume taken from outside the Granite Belt underground water sub-area – excluding
basic rights
The volume of water issued as water entitlements outside the Granite Belt underground water subarea is 740.5 ML.
Step 4 – volume taken from entire Border Rivers Fractured Rock – including basic rights
Combining the volume of water issued as water entitlements outside the Granite Belt underground
water sub-area (740.5 ML) with the volume identified by WSP Parsons Brinckerhoff (2018) as taken
from within the Granite Belt underground water sub-area for purposes other than basic rights
(6224 ML and 862 ML) and the volume taken outside the Granite Belt underground water sub-area
and then adding the volume estimated to be taken for basic rights across the whole Border Rivers
Fractured Rock area (980 ML) gives a total long-term annual average extraction volume of 8807 ML.
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Granite Belt
Unsupplemented water
allocations
Unsupplemented water
allocations

690

Unregulated

2,620

OLF/Licence

-

Unconverted

7,420

Unsupplemented water
allocations

Unallocated

4,500

Unallocated water

General
Security
DRIP

466
15,448

5,908

Water
564
Harvesting
Dumaresq Macintyre Barwon River
Irrigation
High Security

2,355

General
Security

32,164

Unregulated

98,199

Callandoon Creek (Unregulated)
5m&6m

5,075

Unconverted

1,290

690
2,620

Not applicable

Macintyre Brook

General
Security

Water licences
(ML)

Granite Belt

High Security

High Security

Unallocated water
(ML)

Class of water access
right

Unsupplemented
water allocations
(ML)

Proposed WP
BRS-181015A
(1895–2009)21

Type

Supplemented water
allocations
(ML)

Appendix H: Correlation of modelled results from Queensland
Border Rivers Model Results to Support Basin Plan
Requirements (DES, 2018a) with this report (table 22 and
table 1 Appendix A)

7,420
4,500
Macintyre Brook

Supplemented water
allocations
Supplemented water
allocations

466
15,448

Not accounted - included
in Dumaresq Macintyre
Barwon River Irrigation
under supplemented
Unsupplemented water
allocations

564

Dumaresq Macintyre Barwon River Irrigation
Supplemented water
allocations
Supplemented water
allocations
Unsupplemented water
allocations

2,355
32,164
98,199

Callandoon Creek (Unregulated)
Unsupplemented water
allocations
Water licences (See Note
1)

5,075
1,290

21

From Table 3: Simulated diversions under the current IGA, BDL, ROP and proposed WP scenarios,
Results to Support Basin Plan Requirements Report (DES, 2018a)
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Weir River (Unregulated)
Northern
Weir

2,351

Upper Weir

16,293

Lower Weir

25,264

Little Weir

61

Unconverted

11,031

Unsupplemented water
allocations
Unsupplemented water
allocations
Unsupplemented water
allocations
Water licences (See Note
1)
Unsupplemented water
allocations

Water licences
(ML)

2,351
16,293
25,264
61
11,031
OLF

14,566
Total (excl. DRIP)

Total

Unallocated water
(ML)

Weir River (Unregulated)

OLF
OLF

Unsupplemented
water allocations
(ML)

Class of water access
right

Supplemented water
allocations
(ML)

Proposed WP
BRS-181015A
(1895–2009)21

Type

240,357

Modelled number not
used

14,566
Total (excl. DRIP)

Sub-totals

50,433

Total

169,507

4,500

15,917

224,440

Note 1: Modelled number not used to avoid double counting (see Appendix A).
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